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EdITOr’S nOTE
karma means “actions” or “deeds.” Good karma brings good result and bad karma brings 

bad result. That is the basic karma theory. Everything that you think, feel and do is recorded 

in the cosmic hard-drive. As time progress the data are retrieved and result of those data are 

calculated and gradually manifested in life.

“Now a person is like this or like that. As it does, so it becomes; by doing good it becomes 

good, and by doing evil becomes pure acts and bad by bad acts. And others, however, say 

that a person consists of desires. And as is his desire, so is his will; and as is his will, so is his 

deed; and whatever deed he does, that he will reap,” – Brihadaranyaka Upanishad – 4.4.5

Karmas develop three knots in the body and mind they are known as Brahma-granthi, Vish-

nu-granthi and Rudra-ganthi. Here, granthi means knots, networks or obstacles. These 

knots, are the link between matter and spirit. Knots enhances the sense of ego. The knots are 

directly related to our habits, desires and thoughts. Three knots together constitute the igno-

rance, and act as an wall for spiritual progress.

“Brahma Granthi is related to the physical body, to the world of survival, and physical 

pleasures. Vishnu Granthi is related to the astral body and to the world of attachment and 

emotional bondage. Rudra Granthi is related to the causal body and to the world of pride, 

ideas, visions and intuition. These knots can be released by daily meditation and by the knowl-

edge of Sel.” Yajnavalkya said

“O, Maitreyi, it is the Self that is to be beheld; it is the Self that is to be known; it is the Self 

that is to be searched for; it is the Self which is to be heard about; it is the Self which is to be 

thought in the mind; it is the Self which is to be meditated upon. There is nothing else worth-

while thinking, nothing else worthwhile possessing, because nothing worthwhile exists, other 

than This.” – Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 4.5.6

Thanks 

Bharti Dhiman
Editor & Publisher
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hindus upset at exclusion of  asian-americans in the 
“Inclusion” plan of  University of  Kansas

Hindus are upset at the exclusion of 

Asian-Americans from the “Diver-

sity, Equity & Inclusion Strategic 

Plan” for the University of Kansas 

(KU) College of Liberal Arts & Sci-

ences.

Under its goals, this Plan talks about active recruitment to increase the representation of mi-

nority populations in the College’s faculty, staff and administrative/executive hires, stating “We 

especially seek to increase the numbers of faculty members who are…”. Asian-Americans 

are not included in the minorities listed here.

Its another goal talks about increased representation of minorities in the College’s student body 

through active recruitment and retention efforts, stating “We especially seek to increase the 

numbers of undergraduate and graduate students who are…”. Asian-Americans are again not 

included in the minorities listed here.

Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, said that it was 

shocking for the hard-working, harmonious and peaceful Asian-American community; who had 

made lot of contributions to the nation and society; to receive such signals of exclusion.

Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, urged the Kansas Board of Regents 

President Dr. Blake Flanders and KU Chancellor Dr. Douglas A. Girod to seriously re-look into 

the “Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Strategic Plan” and include Asian-Americans in it.

Rajan Zed asked the KU to really act on its stated “value” of fostering “a multicultural en-

vironment in which the dignity and rights of the individual are respected” by including 

Asian-Americans in Strategic Plan. Zed also stressed the need of more vegetarian options in 
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3,000-Year-Old Katas Raj Temple Being Restored: ETPB Chairman

Authorities are working on a comprehensive plan to 

restore religious sanctity and archaeological value of 

Katas Raj Temple near Chakwal.

Evacuee Trust Property Board Chairman Siddiqul Fa-

rooq said this while talking to APP here on Sunday. He 

said that the plan was part of efforts of the government 

to work for minorities and provide them maximum facilities as an equal citizen of the country.

Elaborating the steps initiated by the ETPB so far, the chairman said, “Katas Raj is a conflu-

ence of four civilisations. There are 3,000 years old Hindu temples, a stupa of Budhism, a ha-

vali of Hari Singh Nalva, a Sikh general of Maharaja Ranjeet Singh and two mosques, situated 

close to each other,” he added.

He said that the place was the best reflection of religious harmony and co-existence for follow-

ers of different religions. He said that the incumbent government was working on golden princi-

ples of Islam for inter-religious harmony and providing facilities to the minorities.

He said that Katas Raj was very much important and sacred place for Hindus all over the 

world. “We have divided our work on Katas Raj in two parts, first was for the functional temple, 

where people go for worship.

“We have renovated it on modern lines and that part has been completed. In the second part, 

we are working on religious plus archaeological attractions of Katas Raj,” he added.

the dining halls to show respect to the dietary sensitivity of many Hindu students.

Opened in 1866, KU in Lawrence is a major comprehensive public research flagship uni-

versity with 28,447 students from all 50 US states and 105 countries and offers over 370 

degree programs and teaches over 40 languages. It claims to have produced 27 Rhodes 

Scholars, many Pulitzer Prize winners and a Nobel laureate.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)
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Hindus urge Norway Govt. to mandate listing of gelatin 
source on food, which many times is beef

He said that “Amr Kund” (sacred water), which was obtained from a well there, which 

was closed for several hundered years due to land-sliding or earthquakes etc, has been 

restored. A water filtration plant has also been installed there, he added. Siddiqul Farooq 

said that groundwater level in the area was very low, and therefore we have planted 2,500 

fruit and other trees there to raise the level of ground water.

Two sacred caves, which had been used as meditation in ancient times, have been dis-

covered, developed and opened for the Hindu Yatrees and other visitors. Peacocks, deer 

and other animals and birds have also been made available there to please the visitors.

The ETPB chairman said that 32 rooms for accommodation of Hindu Yatrees and other 

visitors were also constructed at Katas Raj. He said that these steps were yielding results 

in promotion of domestic, international and religious tourism in the area. These efforts 

would also promote inter-religious harmony as we believed in ‘your religion for you and 

our religion for us’, he added.

Source: https://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2017/12/03/3000-year-old-katas-raj-tem-

ple-being-restored-etpb-chairman/

Hindus are urging Government of Norway and Norwe-

gian Food Safety Authority (Mattilsynet) to mandate 

food manufacturers to mention the source of gelatin, if 

used in the product, on its “Ingredients” label.

When the source of gelatin is not listed and if it is beef, 

it is a serious non-disclosure affecting the Hindu devotees and would severely hurt their 

feelings when they would come to know that they were inadvertently consuming beef-

laced popular food products, distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed stresses.

Consumption of beef was highly conflicting to Hindu beliefs. Cow, the seat of many de-

ities, was sacred and had long been venerated in Hinduism; Zed, who is President of 
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Universal Society of Hinduism, pointed out in a statement in Nevada (USA) today.

According to Nina Lødrup, Senior Adviser of Mattilsynet: “it is not necessary in Norway to 

declare the source of gelatin in products”.

It would be shocking for the Norwegian Hindu community to learn that some of the popu-

lar food products, which they might had been unknowingly eating for years, might contain 

beef as part of the gelatin while beef was not explicitly mentioned under the ingredients 

listed on the boxes/packages to caution them, Rajan Zed indicated.

Zed further said that it was hard to comprehend that why corporations, both Norwegian 

and international, many times were not transparent enough to mention beef explicitly 

under the ingredients on the box/package when, being constituent of gelatin, it was part of 

the product inside; so that an ordinary consumer could make right and appropriate choic-

es.

Rajan Zed urged His Majesty King Harald V, Prime Minister Erna Solberg, Minister of 

Agriculture and Food Jon Georg Dale and Mattilsynet Director General Harald Gjein to 

seriously and urgently look into this issue affecting Hindu-Norwegians, who had made lot 

of contributions to the nation and society.

Dutch-British transnational consumer goods company Unilever, which “has been in busi-

ness since the 1880s” and which claims to have “developed a clear and global approach 

to nutrition labeling”, in a response to Zed, noted: Gelatin “is used in some of our products 

to provide a lower fat, lower calorie product with a pleasing texture and consistency…We 

cannot guarantee if the gelatin is derived from beef or pork”.

Many products of Wrigley, said to be the largest manufacturer and marketer of chewing 

gum in the world, contain gelatin that is sourced from beef. Gelatin derived from beef is 

found in the many products of multinational Kellogg’s, which claims to be “world’s leading 

cereal company”.

Gelatin/gelatine is procured from various animal body parts and is usually used as a gell-

ing agent in food. It can be from cows, pigs, fish, chicken, etc.; but there are animal-free 

and plant-based alternatives to gelatin like seaweed extracts. Gelatin is an ingredient in 
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some cereals, ice creams, candies, yogurts, desserts, marshmallows, aspic, trifles, dips, 

fruit snacks, sour cream, margarine, frosting, confections, gums, Chinese soup dump-

lings, puddings, nondairy creamers, cakes, cream cheese, lozenges, etc. It is also used 

for clarification of vinegar, juices and wine.

Mattilsynet, whose mission includes “fair trade”, is a governmental body, whose aim is, 

through regulations and controls, “to ensure that food and drinking water are as safe and 

healthy as possible for consumers…”.

Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about 1.1 billion adherents 

and moksh (liberation) is its ultimate goal.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Gujarat 2017: Hindutva trumps caste and economy, but 
barely – Punarvasu Parekh

The Gujarat victory is not without a warning 

for Modi and BJP. The party has retained the 

state, sans the glory of a sweep that it hoped 

to make. Narendra Modi remains uniquely pop-

ular across all sections of society. 

– Punarvasu Parekh

Gujarat has spoken. The BJP has managed 

to emerge victorious, with some bruises and battering. The assembly elections were 

portrayed as a fierce battle with the BJP on the back foot. “Anti-incumbency after 22 

years”, “Patidars have deserted BJP”, “traders are angered over GST” “Dalits are up 

in arms against atrocities”, “farmers are cross over MSP and procurement”, we were 

told. The economic performance of the state was sought to be belittled. “Vikas gando thai 

gayo” (lit. development has gone berserk) was a favourite catchline. P. Chidambaram told 

Gujaratis that the state GDP was moving in a reverse gear.

Nothing worked. The people said to be angry with BJP has entrusted it with a comfortable 

majority for the sixth time. Now, it is not that the issues are unimportant. Large sections of 
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Patidars, traders, Dalits and farmers are indeed seething with anger on issues that matter 

to them: reservations, demonetization, compliance hassles of GST, atrocities, low-level 

corruption and so on. The grievances are not fabricated or manufactured—though mag-

nified they may well be. In spite of high GDP growth, Gujarat does lag on certain social 

indicators.

Two factors, however, prevented these issues being as lethal as BJP’s adversaries ex-

pected them to be. First, the credibility (or lack of it) of Congress. The comprehensive 

failure of Congress as a ruling dispensation at the Centre and in the state is still vivid in 

popular memory. Rahul Gandhi’s new-found aggressiveness did nothing to enhance credi-

bility gap for his party.

Second and far more potent factor was Hindutva. There was a widespread feeling that a 

setback for BJP in Gujarat would set the stage for a much larger setback for the Hindu so-

ciety as a whole at the national level. It would embolden anti-Hindu anti-national forces to 

regroup with renewed vigour for the next Lok Sabha elections. The fear of being relegated 

to the status of second-class citizens in the only country they can call their own proved po-

tent enough to override intra-Hindu dissensions. A soft line on terrorism, a hearty welcome 

to Rohingya Muslims, a blind eye to Bangladeshi infiltration, a free hand for missionaries 

to exercise their “freedom of religion” etc. are the visions conjured up by prospects of a 

“secular” government at the centre or in any state.

Whether Ahmed Patel would have become chief minister of Gujarat if Congress had won 

a clear majority in the assembly is a matter of conjecture. But there is not an iota of doubt 

that under a Congress government in the state, he would have been infinitely more pow-

erful as a confidant of the high command. And, irrespective of the role that Ahmed Patel 

would have played with a Congress government in the state, the Hindus would have been 

much worse off.

Narendra Modi realized this and played upon these fears to the hilt. While he has done 

nothing to address specific Hindu grievances, he is not yet hampered by the credibili-

ty gap that acts as a great constraint for other leaders. Despite serious mistakes, Modi 

retains his credibility with people in general. A lot could be said against Modi’s economic 

policies and key economic decisions, but no one doubts his sincerity and commitment to 

national interest. He remains or is largely perceived to be the best choice available at the 

moment.
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Caste remains a potent weapon to counter Hindu nationalism by dividing the Hindus, and 

Congress did play the caste card. Rahul Gandhi was apparently convinced by his cam-

paign managers that the phalanx of Patidars, OBCs and Dalits will give a hard time to BJP. 

Now the threesome is indeed a formidable combination. But the fly in the ointment is that 

there is little love lost among them and they have often functioned as rival pressure groups. 

The more the Congress looked tilting towards the Patidars, the more apprehensive grew 

other groups. The young leaders from these groups were widely perceived as Congress 

puppets which undermined their credibility in their respective groups. As a result, each 

group was fractured.

The same thing happened in the case of Muslims. Rahul Gandhi calculated, not without 

reason, that Muslims would side with the Congress as they had no alternative. However, 

Modi government’s principled stand on the triple talaq seems to have swung at least some 

Muslim women voters to the BJP. Rahul Gandhi’s opportunistic donning of the mantle of a 

devout Hindu found few takers in the community.

The news that former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and former Vice President Hamid 

Ansari had met Pakistani High Commissioner at a secret conclave at Mani Shankar Aiyar’s 

home created deep apprehensions about the intentions of Congress leadership in people’s 

mind. Mr. Modi reminded public that at the height of Doklam stand-off with China, Rahul 

Gandhi had secretly met the Chinese ambassador in India.

For Rahul Gandhi and his incremental following (not to mention his foreign tutors), the 

election results must have come as a big disappointment. Smelling a sensational victo-

ry, Rahul Gandhi launched a heavy, incessant barrage of personal jibes, innuendos and 

mockery against Narendra Modi. This, he must have thought, would put him at par with 

Narendra Modi. Like Arvind Kejariwal before him, he has, hopefully, realised that pouring 

vitriol with a blind hatred on a high-profile target does not automatically elevate one to his 

level. On his part, Mr. Modi cannot be faulted for giving as good as he received, though his 

plaintive response did strengthen the perception that BJP was really on the backfoot.

In lowering the tone and tenor of election campaign Rahul Gandhi was ably assisted by the 

loyal family retainer Mani Shankar Aiyar. His “neech” remark revealed the elitist contempt 

for the common man harboured by top Congressmen beneath the surface of all the talk 

about “aam aadmi“. What these courtiers do not realise in their zeal to please their masters 

is that every time they invoke Modi’s humble origins, he rises in the common man’s es-
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teem.

The victory in Gujarat will certainly strengthen Modi’s position both at home and abroad 

especially among investors. BJP’s allies in the NDA will have to check their ambitions and 

assertiveness. The opposition will need new ideas for 2019. Modi will be free to pursue for-

eign and economic policies of his choice. One can only hope that there will be no more dis-

ruptive shockers like demonetisation. It is a forlorn hope that he will do anything to address 

specific Hindu grievances in education or temple management. But he would do well to use 

his considerable political capital on carrying out politically sensitive economic reforms like 

labour laws, land acquisition.

The victory is not without a warning for Modi and BJP. The party has retained the state, 

sans the glory of a sweep that it hoped to make. Narendra Modi remains uniquely popular 

across all sections of society, Gujarat has been a BJP bastion for the last two decades, it 

is Modi’s home state and yet BJP had to sweat it out this time. Visitors to the state notice 

that there are clusters of jobless youth outside villages, that young people are lining up for 

admission to low-quality education institutions overseas, that far more people are willing to 

complain about their government. These are symptoms of a crisis in education, jobs, man-

ufacturing and, therefore, in trading. Modi is too sharp to let these go unnoticed. Gujarat 

needs better local leadership and educational reform. Let us hope it gets some.

» Punarvasu Parekh is an independant senior journalist in Mumbai.  

 

 

Source: https://bharatabharati.wordpress.com/2017/12/18/gujarat-2017-hindut-

va-trumps-caste-and-economy-but-barely-punarvasu-parekh/
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Hindus urge Canada Govt. to mandate listing of gelatin 
source on food, which many times is beef

Hindus are urging Government of Canada and 

Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) to 

mandate food manufacturers to mention the 

source of gelatin, if used in the product, on its 

“Ingredients” label.

When the source of gelatin is not listed and if it is beef, it is a serious non-disclosure affect-

ing the Hindu devotees and would severely hurt their feelings when they would come to know 

that they were inadvertently consuming beef-laced popular food products, distinguished Hindu 

statesman Rajan Zed stresses.

Consumption of beef was highly conflicting to Hindu beliefs. Cow, the seat of many deities, was 

sacred and had long been venerated in Hinduism; Zed, who is President of Universal Society of 

Hinduism, pointed out in a statement in Nevada today.

Canadian food labeling regulations reportedly suggest that gelatin, when used as ingredient in 

other foods, is exempt from component declaration.

It would be shocking for the Canadian Hindu community to learn that some of the popular food 

products, which they might had been unknowingly eating for years, might contain beef as part 

of the gelatin while beef was not explicitly mentioned under the ingredients listed on the boxes/

packages to caution them, Rajan Zed indicated.

Zed further said that it was hard to comprehend that why corporations, both Canadian and inter-

national, many times were not transparent enough to mention beef explicitly under the ingredi-

ents on the box/package when, being constituent of gelatin, it was part of the product inside; so 

that an ordinary consumer could make right and appropriate choices.

Rajan Zed urged Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, Governor General Julie Payette, 

Health Minister Ginette Petitpas Taylor and CFIA President Paul Glover to seriously and urgently 

look into this issue affecting Hindu-Canadians who had made lot of contributions to the nation 

and society.

Dutch-British transnational consumer goods company Unilever, which “has been in business 

since the 1880s” and which claims to have “developed a clear and global approach to nutrition 

labeling”, in a response to Zed, noted: Gelatin “is used in some of our products to provide a low-
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Why do hindus worship idols? – devdutt pattanaik

Hindu sages knew that the divine is infinite potential and has infinite expressions. We 

can access this limitlessness through the limitation of artificial and natural forms, even 

using icons … that the ignorant contemptuously refer to as idolatry. – Dr Devdutt Patta-

naik

Why not [worship idols]? Who said how a Hindu or any human is supposed to worship 

the divine? Who made these rules?

This question is rooted in Abrahamic myth that frowns upon God being given any form, 

and the Biblical condemnation of idolatry as indicative of a false religion. In the 19th 

century, as the British became masters of India, Hindus were pressurised to defend the 

er fat, lower calorie product with a pleasing texture and consistency…We cannot guaran-

tee if the gelatin is derived from beef or pork”.

Many products of Wrigley, said to be the largest manufacturer and marketer of chewing 

gum in the world, contain gelatin that is sourced from beef. Gelatin derived from beef is 

found in the many products of multinational Kellogg’s, which claims to be “world’s leading 

cereal company”.

Gelatin/gelatine is procured from various animal body parts and is usually used as a gell-

ing agent in food. It can be from cows, pigs, fish, chicken, etc.; but there are animal-free 

and plant-based alternatives to gelatin like seaweed extracts. Gelatin is an ingredient in 

some cereals, ice creams, candies, yogurts, desserts, marshmallows, aspic, trifles, dips, 

fruit snacks, sour cream, margarine, frosting, confections, gums, Chinese soup dump-

lings, puddings, nondairy creamers, cakes, cream cheese, lozenges, etc. It is also used 

for clarification of vinegar, juices and wine.

Headquartered in Ottawa, CFIA claims to be “dedicated to safeguarding food”, “verifies 

that the information provided to consumers is truthful and not misleading” and protects 

“consumers and the marketplace from unfair practices”.

Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about 1.1 billion adherents 

and moksh (liberation) is its ultimate goal.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)
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practice of idol worship. And so many Hindu reformers went to the extent of saying that 

“true” Hinduism, in its pristine form (by which they meant Vedas), had no idols. That idol 

worship is a later-day corruption. However, many Hindu traditionalists rejected this idea.

The tension between giving God form and stripping God of any form is an ancient one. Be-

fore the British, it was the Muslim rulers of India who frowned upon idol worship. Their raid 

on temples, which was for political reasons and economic loot (temples were repositories 

of great wealth), was justified by stating it was an exercise against infidel idolatry. This influ-

ence of Islam led many Hindus to prefer the formless (nirguni, nirakar) divine, over divinity 

with form (saguni, sakar). So we find some bhakti followers using the name of God to refer 

to an abstract entity, while others use the names of Rama and Krishna or Kali to refer to a 

specific deity.

At a metaphorical level, idolatry 

refers to taking things literally. 

When we focus less on the idea 

and meaning, which is formless, 

than on the word or symbol, 

which is the form. An idea can be 

communicated only using a form 

(word, symbol, story, ritual). How-

ever, when the vehicle becomes 

more important than the content, when the form becomes more important than the idea, 

idolatry starts. We need idols (word, symbol, story, ritual) for the sake of communication. 

But we need to differentiate between the vehicle and the content. Every civilisation crum-

bles when the vehicle is taken literally at the cost of content. Those who take the vehicle 

literally are called fundamentalists; they do not bother with the underlying idea. So they see 

the idol as God, rather than a concrete expression of the idea of God.

For example, every year, in Mumbai, people bring clay images of Ganesha home, and 

worship him for a day or two, before immersing the image in the sea. The ritual makes 

one aware of the transitory nature of life—even God comes and goes, is created and 

destroyed. The ritual includes veneration (aradhana) which involves welcoming the divine, 

bathing them, offering them food, clothes, perfumes, lamps, incense, and finally words of 
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praise, before bidding them farewell. Thus divinity is seen as a guest, and treated as 

guests are supposed to be treated.

The act involves concentration (dhyana). During the festival, the name of God is chant-

ed and his stories told so that our mind is filled with ideas about life, death, existence, 

wealth, power, impermanence, relationships, sorrow, liberation, success, pleasure. We 

express our desires and hope these will be fulfilled by the deity. Thus, we are connected 

to a force larger than ourselves.

At the same time, the ritual involves engaging with friends, and family, and creating a 

sense of auspiciousness (mangalya) in the house, which generates positive energy. We 

realise how fragile life is and how lucky we are to have the good life.

We are asked to gaze upon the image (darshan) so that we realise in the elephant head 

and corpulent body the forces of earth that generate wealth and power, and how they are 

all impermanent, how even the hermit Shiva has to become a householder for the benefit 

of humanity at large. Thus, the ritual anchored by the idol harnesses the Hindu idea and 

helps the Hindu reconnect with Hindu-ness, a shift from his otherwise mundane material 

life, a moment to pause about existence and his role in the cosmos.

The outsider will see the ritual as “idolatry”. All rituals and prayers, of all religions, even-

tually seem like idolatry to the outsider, whether it is bowing to the image of Jesus hang-

ing on a crucifix, or going around the Kaaba in Mecca, or singing before the menorah, or 

carrying the Granth Sahib in a palanquin, or dancing to the drum beat of tribal rituals in 

the forest. But the insider, who is immersed in the act, engages with the larger ideas of 

life and existence through the tangible vehicles created by his ancestors.

In the Vedas, Gods were embodied through chants (mantra). There was no materi-

al form. The only form was sound. As Vedic ideas spread, they mingled with the local 

faith of people who venerated earth’s fertility in the form of serpent-spirits (nagas) and 

tree-spirits (yakshas), as well as gods (bhutas, devas) who lived in water bodies, moun-

tains, rocks and caves. The earliest temples were groves, or rocks by a river side, or a 

mountain peak.

Later, pillars were erected to mark a deity. Then, images were carved on stone or clay or 

metal. The Gods began to look more and more like humans, but sometimes with mul-

tiple heads and hands, sometimes part animal, sometimes part bird. Imagination con-
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gealed itself into imagery. In the Agama literature, detailed instructions are given on how 

to establish an idol in a temple and transform an idol into a deity through rituals known as 

breath-establishing (prana-pratithsha). These are vehicles of faith. Contained in the image 

and the ritual and the accompanying story is the idea that helps man discover the infinity 

described in the Vedas. It helps him bring the divine into his life.

Abrahamic faiths are uncomfortable with idols and images. Catholic faith is the only ex-

ception, where God is visualised as an old man and there is much art to show heaven, 

hell, prophets, angels and demons. The Protestants shunned art. The Muslims are forbid-

den to show images of the Prophet, though some artists in medieval Persia tried (keeping 

him veiled though). But the human desire to express divinity through art has not been 

crushed. Instead of human forms, Islamic artists used calligraphy and architecture to 

express the divine spirit. Others have used music to give the formless form. Hinduism has 

kept no restriction—divinity is expressed through nature, through artefacts, through trees 

and animals and humans and fantastic creatures.

Hinduism celebrates human imagination. Abrahamic 

religions fear human imagination and tend to restrict it 

using rules and norms and prohibitions against art. This 

tendency to control human imagination and expression 

of the divine is slowly creeping into Hinduism, with fun-

damentalism and attacks on artists. Everyone who seeks 

to control expressions of divinity seeks to contain divinity. 

But the wise Hindu sages knew that the divine is infinite 

potential and has infinite expressions. We can access 

this limitlessness through the limitation of artificial and 

natural forms, even using icons of Rama and Krishna and 

Durga and Ganesha, that the ignorant contemptuously 

refer to as idolatry. – Daily-O, 16 December 2017

» Dr Devdutt Pattanaik is an author, mythologist, and 

human resource management guru. 

Source: https://bharatabharati.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/why-do-hindus-worship-

idols-devdutt-pattanaik/
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Hindus worldwide shocked at Fiji temple desecration

Hindus worldwide are highly concerned after reports of dese-

cration in Votualevu Tirath Dham Hindu Temple in Nadi area 

of Fiji.

According to reports, desecration was caused on December 

16 night, violating this sacred Hindu place of worship. Dam-

age included pouring paint over the images of deities Gane-

sha, Hanuman, etc; graffiti/slurs on walls; theft of donation box, sound system and other 

equipment; rubbish strewn in prayer area; etc.; and was said to be third such act at the 

temple.

Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada (USA) today, said 

that it was reportedly disturbing for the hard-working, harmonious and peaceful Fijian 

Hindu community; who had made lot of contributions to the nation and society; to receive 

such signals of hatred and anger.

Such incidents should not be acceptable in a country like Fiji which reportedly protects 

freedom of conscience, belief, and religion; and where communities of diverse faiths fre-

quently come together to develop mutual understanding and respect; Zed, who is Presi-

dent of Universal Society of Hinduism, noted.

Rajan Zed urged Fijian President Major General Jioji Konusi Konrote, Prime Minister 

Rear Admiral Josaia Voreqe Bainimarama and Commissioner of Western Division to visit 

this Hindu Temple to show solidarity with the Hindu-Fijians, meet the area Hindu com-

munity to reassure them and address a public rally in Votualevu condemning the dese-

cration. He also urged them to take the issue seriously and urgently and make sure that 

such incidents did not happen in the future, in order regain the reportedly falling confi-

dence of the Hindu community.

As an interfaith gesture, Zed also urged Reverend Dr. Tevita Nawadra Banivanua, Pres-

ident of Fiji Methodist Church; leaders of Roman Catholic, Assemblies of God, Sev-

enth-day Adventist, Anglican and other Christians denominations; and leaders of Muslim, 

Sikh, Baha’i and other religious communities and non-believers; and ordinary Fijians to 
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Masonic Temple becomes Hindu Temple in Topeka

Topeka Hindu Temple 

(THT) has reportedly pur-

chased a building in Kan-

sas capital Topeka, which 

was formerly a Masonic 

Temple.

According to reports, this building was previously owned by Topeka “Ancient & Accepted 

Scottish Rite of Freemasonry”. It will be converted to a Hindu place of worship. Area Hin-

dus, who have been living here since 1960s, used to travel to Shawnee for worship needs, 

which is about 60 miles.

THT, besides being a place of worship and religious rituals; will also celebrate various 

festivals, organize cultural and educational activities, hold events, raise money for chari-

ties; and be a gathering place for the community. This first Hindu temple in the area will be 

open to all, reports suggest.

Meanwhile, distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, 

commended efforts of temple leaders and area community towards realizing this temple.

Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, further said that it was im-

portant to pass on Hindu spirituality, concepts and traditions to coming generations amidst 

so many distractions in the consumerist society and hoped that this temple would help in 

come forward condemning this desecration and expressing solidarity with the nation’s Hin-

dus; who had also made huge contributions to its success, prosperity and growth.

Rajan Zed suggested the Hindu-Fijians to continue with the traditional values of hard work, 

higher morals, stress on education, sanctity of marriage, etc., amidst so many distractions; 

which was the reason for their success.

Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about 1.1 billion adherents and 

moksh (liberation) is its ultimate goal.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)
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Hindus urge Scotland Govt. to mandate listing of gela-
tine source on food, which many times is beef

Hindus are urging Scottish Gov-

ernment and Food Standards 

Scotland (FSS) to mandate food 

manufacturers to mention the 

source of gelatine, if used in the 

product, on its “Ingredients” label.

When the source of gelatine is not 

listed and if it is beef, it is a serious 

non-disclosure affecting the Hindu 

devotees and would severely hurt 

their feelings when they would 

come to know that they were inadvertently consuming beef-laced popular food products, 

distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed stresses.

Consumption of beef was highly conflicting to Hindu beliefs. Cow, the seat of many de-

ities, was sacred and had long been venerated in Hinduism; Zed, who is President of 

Universal Society of Hinduism, pointed out in a statement in Nevada (USA) today.

According to Kate Forsyth, FSS Policy Officer: “there is no legal requirement to label the 

source of gelatine”.

It would be shocking for the Scottish Hindu community to learn that some of the popular 

food products, which they might had been unknowingly eating for years, might contain 

this direction. Zed stressed that instead of running after materialism; we should focus on 

inner search and realization of Self and work towards achieving moksh (liberation), which 

was the goal of Hinduism.

THT is a non-profit organization and is now seeking donations and volunteers.

Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about 1.1 billion adherents. 

There are about three million Hindus in USA. Freemasonry is composed of fraternal orga-

nizations and Scottish Rite reportedly came into being in 1801.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)



beef as part of the gelatine while beef was not explicitly mentioned under the ingredients 

listed on the boxes/packages to caution them, Rajan Zed indicated.

Zed further said that it was hard to comprehend that why companies, both Scottish and 

international, many times were not transparent enough to mention beef explicitly under 

the ingredients on the box/package when, being constituent of gelatine, it was part of the 

product inside; so that an ordinary consumer could make right and appropriate choices.

Rajan Zed urged Scottish First Minister Nicola Sturgeon, Cabinet Secretary for Health 

Shona Robison, FSS Board Chair Ross Finnie and FSS Chief Executive Geoff Ogle to 

seriously and urgently look into this issue affecting Scottish-Hindus.

Dutch-British transnational consumer goods company Unilever, which “has been in busi-

ness since the 1880s” and which claims to have “developed a clear and global approach 

to nutrition labeling”, in a response to Zed, noted: Gelatin “is used in some of our prod-

ucts to provide a lower fat, lower calorie product with a pleasing texture and consisten-

cy…We cannot guarantee if the gelatin is derived from beef or pork”.

Many products of Wrigley, said to be the largest manufacturer and marketer of chewing 

gum in the world, contain gelatin that is sourced from beef. Gelatin derived from beef is 

found in the many products of multinational Kellogg’s, which claims to be “world’s leading 

cereal company”.

Gelatine/gelatin is procured from various animal body parts and is usually used as a gell-

ing agent in food. It can be from cows, pigs, fish, chicken, etc.; but there are animal-free 

and plant-based alternatives to gelatin like seaweed extracts. Gelatine is an ingredient in 

some cereals, ice creams, candies, yogurts, desserts, marshmallows, aspic, trifles, dips, 

fruit snacks, sour cream, margarine, frosting, confections, gums, Chinese soup dump-

lings, puddings, nondairy creamers, cakes, cream cheese, lozenges, etc. It is also used 

for clarification of vinegar, juices and wine.

FSS, headquartered in Aberdeen, an independent public sector food body for Scotland, 

claims to be “working for consumers in Scotland” and that its “primary concern is consum-

er protection”. “The label on a food package should give you the information you need 

when deciding whether to buy it or leave it on the shelf”, it points out on its website.

Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about 1.1 billion adherents 

and moksh (liberation) is its ultimate goal.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)
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Andhra Pradesh Government Bans January 1 “New 
Years” Decorations at Temples

VIJAYAWADA, INDIA, December 23, 2017 (Deccan 

Chronicle): : The Andhra Pradesh endowment department 

put out a circular banning New Year darshan end deco-

rations across temples in the state from 2018. It said that 

only Ugadi should be celebrated as the New Year and 

that the temples should replace the English calendar. Ugadi, this year falling on March 

18, is the first day of the lunisolar calendar month of Chaitra and observed as New Years 

day in Maharaashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Telangana states. Priests and en-

dowment officers used to conduct special programs on January 1 across temples in the 

state.

The first of its kind circular from Hindu Dharma Prachara Trust of endowments depart-

ment secretary Dr. Chilakapati Vijaya Raghava Charyulu said the Christian era (Gregori-

an calendar) was being followed even after independence from the English 70 years ago. 

As New Year celebrations were not Hindu Vedic culture and English culture still prevailed 

in Hindu temples where devotees were wished with New Year greetings and lakhs were 

spent on decorations in temples, the custom had to be stopped.

Source: Deccan Chronicle
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Hundreds of Fatherless Brides in India Tie the Knot as 
Diamond Tycoon Funds Their Weddings in a Mass Cel-
ebration

UNITED KINGDOM, December 24, 2017 (Daily Mail): More 

than 250 couples in India tied the knot on Sunday as part of 

a mass wedding hosted by an Indian diamond trader. The 

mass wedding in Surat featured 251 young couples, includ-

ing five Muslim couples, a Christian couple and two wom-

en who are HIV positive. The celebration was hosted by Indian diamond trader Mahesh 

Savani in the western state of Gujarat. Savani, who believes that giving away brides is a 

blessing from God, has been funding and organising mass weddings for fatherless wom-



Problems related to sex can very well be handled with 
Yoga - scholars point out

“Problems related to sex can very well be handled with Yoga”, 

four scholars at the Sri Dharmasthala Manjunatheshwara 

College of Ayurveda and Hospital in Karnataka (India) point 

out in a review article “Yogic Intervention in Sexual Dysfunc-

tion” published in Journal of Ayurveda and Integrated Medical 

Sciences.

It concluded: By regular practice of Yoga, Pranayama, Bandhas and Mudra the person will 

awaken the Kundalini Shakti in him which eases the flow of Prana Vayu all over the body 

resulting in good physical and mental stability by which most of the sexual dysfunctions get 

reduced.

This review indicates: In the domain of sexual response, Yoga has also been touted as a 

method for…enhancing erectile capacity, extending the longevity of intercourse and funda-

mentally, of enhancing sexual pleasure.

The scholars in this review describe sexual dysfunction or sexual malfunction as: the difficul-

ty experienced by an individual or couple during any stages of normal sexual activity, which 

includes physical pleasure, desire, arousal and orgasm; and adds that causes can be phys-

ical and psychological. Sexual dysfunctions in men are listed as: erectile dysfunction, ejacu-

lation problems, low libido; and sexual dysfunctions in women are given as: vaginal dryness, 

difficulty achieving orgasm, dysperunia.
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en in Surat every year since 2012. He performs the Hindu wedding ritual of Kanyadaan – 

the practice of giving away one’s daughter in marriage.

In previous years, Savani has given gifts of gold and household items, including sofas and 

beds, worth 500,000 rupees ($7,400) to each of the brides to help them start married life. 

Savani said he feels a social responsibility to help the woman who can’t afford their own 

weddings. Weddings in India are expensive affairs with the bride’s family traditionally ex-

pected to pay the groom a large dowry of cash and gifts. Fathers in India traditionally pay 

for their daughters’ weddings, which can mean that if a bride’s father has died or is ex-

tremely poor, her chances of getting married are next to nil.

Source: dailymail.co.uk
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Under yogic interventions, it lists ten asanas: Ardha Matsyendrasana, Paschimottanasa-

na, Siddasana, Baddakonasana, Garudasana, Setubhandasana, Halasana, Pavanamuk-

tasana, Supta Vajrasana, Shavasana. One specific practice in Yoga, the Moola Bandha, 

bears particular promise in the treatment of sexual problems, especially for women…, it 

adds.

The scholars involved with this study included: Rakshith K. R., Shivakumar, Kaushal 

Sinha and Vijeth Kumar L. A. They propose future research avenues focusing on Yoga as 

a treatment for sexual disorder.

Meanwhile, distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada (USA) 

today, called this review looking into usage of yoga in treating/reducing sexual dysfunc-

tions “a step in the positive direction”. Zed urged all major world educational institutions 

and hospitals to explore various benefits yoga offered.

Yoga, referred as “a living fossil”, was a mental and physical discipline, for everybody to 

share and benefit from, whose traces went back to around 2,000 BCE to Indus Valley civi-

lization, Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, noted.

Rajan Zed further said that yoga, although introduced and nourished by Hinduism, was a 

world heritage and liberation powerhouse to be utilized by all. According to Patanjali who 

codified it in Yoga Sutra, yoga was a methodical effort to attain perfection, through the 

control of the different elements of human nature, physical and psychical.

According to US National Institutes of Health, yoga may help one to feel more relaxed, be 

more flexible, improve posture, breathe deeply, and get rid of stress. According to a “2016 

Yoga in America Study”, about 37 million Americans (which included many celebrities) 

now practice yoga; and yoga is strongly correlated with having a positive self image. Yoga 

was the repository of something basic in the human soul and psyche, Zed added.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)



A Neuroscientist Explores the “Sanskrit Effect”

Manjuvajramandala with 43 deities, 

from Tibet. Credit: Google Cultural 

Institute Wikimedia

A hundred dhoti-clad young men sat 

cross-legged on the floor in facing 

rows, chatting amongst themselves. 

At a sign from their teacher the hall 

went quiet. Then they began the 

recitation. Without pause or error, 

entirely from memory, one side of 

the room intoned one line of the 

text, then the other side of the room 

answered with the next line. Bass and baritone voices filled the hall with sonorous prosody, 

every word distinctly heard, their right arms moving together to mark pitch and accent. The 

effect was hypnotic, ancient sound reverberating through the room, saturating brain and 

body. After 20 minutes they halted, in unison. It was just a demonstration. The full recitation 

of one of India´s most ancient Sanskrit texts, the Shukla Yajurveda, takes six hours.

I spent many years studying and translating Sanskrit, and became fascinated by its appar-

ent impact on mind and memory. In India’s ancient learning methods textual memorization 

is standard: traditional scholars, or pandits, master many different types of Sanskrit poetry 

and prose texts; and the tradition holds that exactly memorizing and reciting the ancient 

words and phrases, known as mantras, enhances both memory and thinking.

I had also noticed that the more Sanskrit I studied and translated, the better my verbal 

memory seemed to become. Fellow students and teachers often remarked on my ability to 

exactly repeat lecturers’ own sentences when asking them questions in class. Other trans-

lators of Sanskrit told me of similar cognitive shifts. So I was curious: was there actually a 

language-specific “Sanskrit effect” as claimed by the tradition?

When I entered the cognitive neuroscience doctoral program at the University of Trento (It-

aly) in 2011, I had the opportunity to start investigating this question. India’s Vedic Sanskrit 

pandits train for years to orally memorize and exactly recite 3,000-year old oral texts rang-
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ing from 40,000 to over 100,000 words. We wanted to find out how such intense verbal 

memory training affects the physical structure of their brains. Through the India-Trento 

Partnership for Advanced Research (ITPAR), we recruited professional Vedic pandits 

from several government-sponsored schools in the Delhi region; then we used structural 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at India’s National Brain Research Center to scan the 

brains of pandits and controls matched for age, gender, handedness, eye-dominance and 

multilingualism.

What we discovered from the structural MRI scanning was remarkable. Numerous regions 

in the brains of the pandits were dramatically larger than those of controls, with over 10 

percent more grey matter across both cerebral hemispheres, and substantial increases 

in cortical thickness. Although the exact cellular underpinnings of gray matter and cortical 

thickness measures are still under investigation, increases in these metrics consistently 

correlate with enhanced cognitive function.

Most interestingly for verbal memory was that the pandits’ right hippocampus—a region 

of the brain that plays a vital role in both short and long-term memory—had more gray 

matter than controls across nearly 75 percent of this subcortical structure. Our brains 

have two hippocampi, one on the left and one on the right, and without them we cannot 

record any new information. Many memory functions are shared by the two hippocampi. 

The right is, however, more specialized for patterns, whether sound, spatial or visual, so 

the large gray matter increases we found in the pandits’ right hippocampus made sense: 

accurate recitation requires highly precise sound pattern encoding and reproduction. The 

pandits also showed substantially thickening of right temporal cortex regions that are as-

sociated with speech prosody and voice identity.

Our study was a first foray into imaging the brains of professionally trained Sanskrit pan-

dits in India. Although this initial research, focused on intergroup comparison of brain 

structure, could not directly address the Sanskrit effect question (that requires detailed 

functional studies with cross-language memorization comparisons, for which we are 

currently seeking funding), we found something specific about intensive verbal memory 

training. Does the pandits’ substantial increase in the gray matter of critical verbal mem-

ory organs mean they are less prone to devastating memory pathologies such as Alz-

heimer’s? We don’t know yet, though anecdotal reports from India’s Ayurvedic doctors 
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suggest this may be the case. If so, this raises the possibility that verbal memory “ex-

ercising‘ or training might help elderly people at risk of mild cognitive impairment retard 

or, even more radically, prevent its onset.

If so, the training might need to be exact. One day I was filming four senior pandit 

teachers demonstrating the different recitation speeds. Partway into one session all four 

suddenly stopped. “What’s wrong?‘ I asked. “One of us made a slight error,” came the 

response. “I don’t mind,” I said. “Yes, but we do,” and they restarted the entire recitation 

from the beginning. 

Source: scientificamerican.com

Hindus seek Diwali holiday in Texas’ Coppell School 
District

Hindus are urging Coppell Independent School District 

(CISD) in suburban Dallas, with 47.4% students Asian, to 

proclaim official holiday on Diwali, most popular of Hindu 

festivals.

Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement 

in Nevada today, said that Diwali holiday in CISD would be 

a step in the positive direction in view of presence of a substantial number of Hindu 

students in the District; as it was important to meet the religious and spiritual needs of 

these pupils.

Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, stressed that CISD should 

seriously and speedily work towards declaring Diwali (which falls on November seven 

in 2018) as a holiday, thus recognizing the intersection of spirituality and education. Zed 

noted that awareness about other religions thus created by such holidays like Diwali 

would make CISD students well-nurtured, well-balanced, and enlightened citizens of 

tomorrow.

Diwali fell on October 19 in 2017 and six New York school districts declared holiday for 

students on October 19, which included: East Meadow School District, East Williston 

Union Free School District, Half Hollow Hills Central School District, Herricks Union 
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Free School District, Hicksville Union Free School District and Syosset Central School 

District. Mineola Union Free School District announced that no home work or examinations 

would be given on Diwali, reports suggest.

For 2017 in New Jersey; Glen Rock Public Schools announced closure of schools and offic-

es on Diwali; in West Windsor-Plainsboro Regional School District, schools were closed on 

October 19; and in Piscataway Township Schools, there was “No School for Students” on 

Diwali. And recently Millburn Township Public Schools announced Diwali day off for students 

for the next three years, reports add.

In 2017 Unionville-Chadds Ford School District headquartered in Kennett Square in Penn-

sylvania approved closure of schools on Diwali; while Harvard Public Schools in Massachu-

setts declared October 19 as “early release day”, reports note.

Rajan Zed further said that since it was important for Hindu families to celebrate Diwali day 

together at home with their children, we did not want our children to be deprived of any 

privileges at the school because of thus resulting absences on this day. Closing schools on 

Diwali would ensure that and would also display how respectful and accommodating CISD 

was to their faith.

Zed indicates that Hinduism is rich in festivals and religious festivals are very dear and sa-

cred to Hindus. Diwali, the festival of lights, aims at dispelling the darkness and lighting up 

the lives and symbolizes the victory of good over evil.

Hinduism is oldest and third largest religion of the world with about 1.1 billion adherents and 

moksh (liberation) is its ultimate goal. There are about three million Hindus in USA.

“High-performing and innovative” CISD, whose tagline is “Empowering Educational Ex-

cellence”, serves 12635 students in 16 schools in 23 square miles area covering Coppell, 

Valley Ranch, Grapevine, North Irving, and Dallas (Cypress Waters). Tracy Fisher and Brad 

Hunt are Board President and Superintendent respectively of CISD, whose Mission includes 

“develop strong moral character”. There was a school in the Coppell area as early as the 

1870s.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)
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COVEr STOrY
Parents’ Worship Day 

– A BrahmSankalap ! – A Global Campaign ! – A Great Initiatve !

Introduction: 

‘Parents’ Worship Day’ is a day to dedicate ‘Pious Love’, with pure, guileless and selfless affec-

tion, free from desire. With worldwide popularity, the day is recognized with many names, includ-

ing Matri-Pitri Pujan Divas ( मातृ-िपतृ पूजन िदवस ), Ganpati Divas, Ganesh Divas, Parents’ 

Worship  Day, Mama Papa Day, Mother Father Day, Ammi Abbu Ibaadat Din. 

The day has been accepted by all religions in the world, and this is something that makes the 

celebration all inclusive and universal.  

Etymology: 

The name of the day in which we honor and worship our parents seeks it origin from two San-

skrit words: 

1. “मातृ” (mātṛ) => Mother  

2. “िपत”ृ (pitŕ) => Father

 Mother + Father => Parents 
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A day dedicated to celebration of divine love for one’s parents by worshipping 

them => Parents’ Worship Day

We have worship days for many Gods and Incarnated Divine Souls like Lord Rama, Lord 

Krishna, Lord Shiva, Lord Jesus, Lord Allah, the Spiritual Masters of the Guru. Parents 

are living gods on earth. Then why not have a worship day for our parents as well? 

So this new ritual of celebration of pious love for one’s parents has been accepted by all 

religions worldwide. 

Hindu mythology:

Once at Lord Shiva’s home, his both sons had a dispute as to who was the 

greater in virtue of the two. 

Kartikeya said: “Ganpati! I am greater than you.”

Ganpati said: “You may be elder to me; but greatness is determined by the 

virtues.”

For the final decision the matter was referred to their parents Lord Shiva 

and Goddess Parvati. 

Lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati said: “Whoever would make the 

tour of whole world and come back first to the starting point will be 

considered greater in virtue.”

Kartikeya flew off at once on his vehicle, the peacock, to circum-

ambulate the world. Ganpati quietly went to a secluded place. He 

reposed for a while to find out the solution. Then he came to Shi-

va-Parvati. Holding his parents’ hands; he made 

them sit together on a high place; worshipped them 

with flowers and circumambulated them. He bowed at their feet and salut-

ed them at the end of every circumambulation. This way he circumambu-

lated the parents seven times.

Shiva and Parvati asked: “Son! Why did you circumambulate us?”

Ganpati said: “Mother is the embodiment of all pilgrimages; father is the 

embodiment of all deities. Hence mother and father are to be revered with 
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all efforts.”

According to Vedas, circumambulating one’s mother gives 

virtues equivalent to that of circumambulating the whole 

world. Hence by circumambulating you, mother; I have 

circumambulated the whole world seven times. Worship of 

father is equal to the worship of all gods; because father is a 

god.”

Since then Ganpati was tremendously blessed and he be-

came the God who was foremost  worshipped among all 

other Gods. The Hindu scripture Shiva-Purana states:

{nÌmoü nyOZ§ H$¥Ëdm àH$«m{ÝV§ M H$amo{V `…& 

Vñ` d¡ n¥{WdrOÝ`\$b§ ^d{V {Z{üVå&& 

It means: “He who worships his parents and circumambulates them, will certainly 

derive the fruit and merit of circumambulating the earth.”

That is why, the Parents’ Worship Day is also called ‘Ganpati Day’ or ‘Ganesh Day’. 

Cultural & Spiritual Significance:

Greeting is a very important aspect of any religion. Let’s see how it has been described in 

the world’s oldest religion, ‘Hinduism’. 

Way to greet varies from little one to elders, from elders to great one and from great one 

to saint (guru or god). 

‘namaste’, It is a way of greeting in which the two palms are placed together in front of 

the chest and the head bows whilst saying the word namaste.

In Sanskrit, “namah” + “te” => “Namaste” 

It means - I bow to you - my greetings, salutations or prostration to you. 

Literally interpreted Namaha as “na ma”, that is ‘not mine’. It negates or reduces one’s 
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ego in the presence of another, and a wonderful or great spiritual significance.

While greeting with close eyes in Namaste, people also say “Rama-Rama!”

By uttering the Lord’s name we signify that the same consciousness of the Supreme Lord 

abides equally in both people greeting each other, and that they offer their salutations to 

That Supreme Power. 

What a great custom! What a great idea! That helps people to remember the Lord 

even while meeting each other. 

People also use names of other Gods to greet each other such as“Hare-Ram!”, “Jai 

Mata Di!”, “Jai Shri Krishna!” , “Radhe-Radhe!”, “Jai Gurudev!”, “Namo Narayana”, 

“Jai Siya Ram”, “Om Shanti” , “Jai Jagannath!”, “Jai Jinendra!”, “Sat Shri Akaal!” 

etc. But basic idea hidden behind is the same!

The idea behind such divine greetings is to represent pure ‘love’.

Prostrating before parents, elders, teachers and noble souls by touch-

ing their feet is another way to greet them, as they are guides and well 

wishers of our real life.

Touching the feet in prostration is a sign of respect for the age, maturity, 

nobility and divinity that our elders personify. It symbolizes our recogni-

tion of their selfless love for us and the sacrifices they have done for our 

welfare.

The good wishes (Sankalpa) and blessings (Aashirvaada) of elders are 

highly valued. We prostrate to seek them. Good thoughts create positive vibrations. Good 

wishes springing from a heart full of love, divinity and nobility have tremendous strength. 

When we prostrate with humility and respect, we invoke the good wishes and blessings of 

elders, which flow in the form of positive energy to envelop us. 

Worship is a way to greet and venerate a Saint / a Guru / a deity / a God, who help us to 
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attain the knowledge of Spirituality to experience complete perfection, attainment of union 

with the Supreme Power. 

pūja (or pooja) is a divine ritual of worship, in which offerings are made to God with 

devotion to earn His love and blessings.

 “pū” +  “ja” => pūja

By literal perspective 
pū =>  to purify, cleanse 

Ja => birth or life or mind

Thus, pūja => cleanses or purifies the birth or life or mind of a person 

By symbolic perspective,
“pu’ => “purusha” and “ja” => “janma,”

pūja  => to awaken the hidden deity in the body, and fill the mind with pure con-

sciousness or intelligence

“pū” => pushpam (flower) and “ja” => japam (recitation)

pūja  => Offering flowers to God, with the recitation of His names

Puja (worship) is a selfless love with feeling or expression of reverence and adoration for 

a deity. 

It does not remain just a superficial gesture or word but paves the way for a deeper 

communion with divinity by creating an atmosphere of love and respect.

Need:

What is the definition of love? Love is abstract, something invisible to eyes, inaudible to 

ears, and which leads to the experience of pure bliss in the heart. Love does not mean 

lust; but nowadays in the name of love, ‘Valentine’s Day’ is celebrated on 14th February in 

a style that corrupts the moral standards of the youngsters. The immorality spread by the 

distorted tradition of ‘Valentine’s Day’ is seen in the form of various sexual diseases like 
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AIDS and sexual crimes like rape, molestations all over the world.

‘Where there is God there is no lust, where there is lust there is no God’, 

Lust is centred in the lower Chakras, one of the seven energy wheels present in the 

body. It gives rise to sexual excitement, thoughtless gratification of desires. And love is 

centered in the upper Chakras. It makes one thoughtful and gives one eternal joy. And it 

helps one behold the same divinity in all creatures.

Innocenti  Report Card No 3:

The third Innocenti Report Card presents the most up-

to-date and comprehensive survey so far of teenage 

pregnancies in the industrialized world. And it attempts 

at least a partial analysis of why some countries have 

teenage pregnancies that are ten or even fifteen times 

higher than others. Approximately 1.25 million teen-

agers become pregnant each year in the 28 OECD 

nations under review. Of those, approximately half a 

million seek abortion and approximately three quarters 

of a million become teenage mothers. The five coun-

tries with the lowest teenage pregnancies are Korea, 

Japan, Switzerland, the Netherlands and Sweden - all 

with teen pregnancies of fewer than 10 per 1,000. The 

United States’ teenage pregnancies of 52.1 is the 

highest in the developed world – and more than 

twice in the European countries on an average. The 

United Kingdom has the highest teenage pregnan-

cies in Europe.

Every year some 3 million American teenagers contact a sexually transmitted dis-

ease (about 1 in every 4 sexually experienced teenagers).
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In one act of unprotected sex with an infected partner, a teenage woman has 1 in 100 

chance of contacting HIV, 1 in 3 chance of contacting genital herpes, and 1 in 2 

chance of contacting gonorrhea. Approximately a quarter of all new cases of HIV/AIDS 

are diagnosed in young people under the age of 22. Today, 1 in 3 US high schools has an 

“abstinence only” policy on sex education. Since 1996 more than US-$400 million in federal 

and state funds has been spent on ‘Abstinence Only’ campaigns in America’s schools. 

(The innocenti report card issue No. 3 was published in July 2001).

Ref: https://www.unicef-irc.org/publications/328-a-league-table-of-teenage-births-in-rich-na-

tions.html

Switching from lustful Valentine’s Day to pious Parents’ Worship Day will help prevent 

immoral activities & teenage pregnancy in youth. The youth will go forward on the path of 

self-restraint and virtue to live a healthy, happy and honorable life.

A well renowned Hindu saint Asharam Bapu said, “I have given a call to celebrate ‘Par-

ents’ Worship Day’ in place of ‘Valentine’s Day’ in order to save the nation from the evil 

effects of the latter.” 

Opinion of modern scientist:

The research work of Jane Kim of USA, an attorney and immigration specialist at the Chil-

dren’s Hospital of Pennsylvania, and Dr. Soo Kim Abboud, a surgeon and clinical assistant 

professor at the university of Pennsylvania,tries to find out

“How do Asian students get to the top of the class in American universities and 

schools?”

Research carried out on this subject revealed that this was so because they respect their 

elders and obey their parents. They study hard and do well in school to secure a bright 

future. Even those who don’t believe in saints and Shastras (scriptures) of Indian culture 

have to accept these teachings (of Shastras); and have to teach the western students to 

respect their parents to get good results. 
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Those who respect their parents can’t spoil their character by celebrating ‘Valentine’s 

Day’. Living with self-control; they will protect their Brahmacharya (celibacy, chastity & 

virginity) and will develop their intellectual faculties; which will help them get good aca-

demic results.

How did the ‘Valentine’s Day’ start? 

King Claudius of Rome must have been very well aware of the power of celibacy; that 

is why he had forbidden his military forces from getting married, so that they remained 

physically and mentally fit enough to win wars. Prohibition of marriage was forcibly im-

posed on the armed forces, and hence St. Valentine, who himself being a Christian priest 

could not have been an opposer of celibacy, had got them married secretly. Later, he 

was found guilty and the king had him hanged to death. Then in the year 496 AD, Pope 

Galessius began to celebrate ‘Valentine’s Day’ in the memory of that saint.

Those who celebrate ‘Valentine’s Day’ in the current times, do in fact insult the 

saint himself; for they try to start a love-affair before their actual marriage by sending 

Valentine cards to one another. Had St. Valentine supported this system, he would not 

have solemnized the marriages in the first place. 

Western celebration of Valentine’s day, promotes nothing but mindless passion, lust and 

promiscuity.

If we observe the effects of ‘Valentine’s Day’; there are more criminal cases of suicides, 

rapes, eloping of lovers, etc. on this day and there are multimillion dollar sales of con-

doms, liquor and narcotic drugs.

Origin: 
The Parents’ Worship day was introduced by Sant Shri 

Asharam Bapu (Also known as Asaram Bapu) in the 

year of 2007. 

The day was First celebrated on 14th Feb 2007 at Sant 

Shri Asharamji Gurukul, Ahmedabad in presence of ap-

prox 350 people including 97 students, their parents and 
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gurukul staff. 

Sant Shri Asharamji Gurukul, Ahemdabad, got started on 9th June 2006 with 5th, 6th, 7th 

standard, is affiliated with Gujarat state board. 

According to Mr. Pankaj Saksena (Director of Gurukul, Ahmedabad), “Gurukul had just 

finished its first ever function of national republic day on 26th Jan 2007. Asharam Bapu 

gave a message on phone to organize another program of “Matru-Pitru Pujan” on the 

coming 14th Feb.”

“Gurukul management had less than 20 days to arrange the first program celebration of 

Parents’ Worship, so they all started the preparation as fast as they could. They sent in-

vitation letter to student’s parents and arranged “Matru-Pitru Pujan” program in the court-

yard of Sant Shri Asharamji Ashram, Ahmedabad, situated adjacent to Sant Shri Asha-

ramji Gurukul, Ahmedabad.”

Finally On 14th Feb 2007, first program of “Matri-Pitri Pujan” was celebrated, where stu-

dents worshipped their parents and teachers. 

No one knows the day will make a history. Experience of selfless love among parents and 

children can be seen by all live spectators of that celebration. Tears of love could be seen 

in everyone’s eyes. 

One of the person present at the occasion of the 1st “Matru-Pitru Pujan” program stated 

that, “Experience of that celebration was awesome. Emotional, pious love among parents 

and children was giving glimpse of heaven on the earth.” 

How to perform “Parents’ Worship”

“_mV¥Xodmo ^d & {nV¥Xodmo ^d & AmMm`©Xodmo ^d &” 
‘Regard your mother as a god; regard your father as a god; regard your teacher as a god’.



1. Make Your Parents Sit :

AmgZo ñWm{nVo øÌ nyOmW©§ ^damo{ah>&

^dÝVm¡ g§{ñWVm¡ VmVm¡ ny`©Vm§ _o _ZmoaW…&& 

I.e. O’ My parents I have made this seat for you, please accept it and fulfill my heartfelt 

wish.

2. Apply Tilak & Offer Flowers

ñd{ñV Z BÝÐmo d¥Õldm… & 

ñd{ñV Z… nyfm {dœdoXm… &&

Apply Tilak on parents’ forehead and offer garland to them.

3. Circumambulate Parents

`m{Z H$m{Z M nmnm{Z OÝ_mÝVaH$¥Vm{Z M & 

Vm{Z gd©m{U Zí`ÝVw àX{jUnXo &&

Circumambulate the Parents, which is equivalent to Circumambulating the world.

4. Bow & Greet Parents

A{^dmXZerbñ` {ZË`§ d¦Õmongo{dZ:& 

MËdm{a Vñ` dY©ÝVo Am`w{d©Úm `emo ~b_ && 

Respectfully bow and greet parents. With this you will get long life, knowledge, fame & 

strength.

5. Perform Aarti (Worship with lamp)

› O` O` _mV-{nVm, à^w JwêOr _mV-{nVm & 

gØmd XoI Vwåh>mam, _ñVH$ PwH$ OmVm && 

Perform Aarti with lighted lamp & hymns of praise. Also take firm resolution to serve them 

lifelong.

6. Parents’s Blessings

Am`wî_mZ ^md, lÕmdmZ ^d, 

{dÚmdmZ ^md, ~«÷{dX² ^d 

Parents shower affection and blessings - ‘May you live long’, ‘become devout & pious’, 

‘become learned’, ‘knower of Bhrahm - Bhrahmaveta’.
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Milestones:
2007: “Milestone Year of Beginning”  

2008: “Milestone Year of Campaign” 

“Matru-Pitru Pujan” celebrated globally by 17000s BSK, 1200s Yog Vedant Sewa Samiti, 

400s Ashram and millions of followers at schools, colleges, societies and houses. It could 

be envisioned that “Matru-Pitru Pujan” would soon become a worldwide campaign.

2009: “Milestone Year of Campaign-II”   

Sankalap Sabha: On 29th January 2009, a 

‘Sankalap Sabha’ was organized in Mumbai’s 

huge Somaiyya ground by the ‘Dharma Raksha 

Manch’. It was perhaps the first time in the reli-

gious history of this country that various branch-

es of Indian culture including all the different 

sects of Hinduism, all Akhadas, Jains and Buddhists were present on a common platform. 

Sant Shri Asharam Bapu was unanimously elected as chairman of the convention. As per 

recorded information approx. 52 religious leaders of Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism and 

other religions; and well known 10 minister from organizations of Vishwa Hindu Parishad 

and Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh and other, also participated. 

All saints expressed their views on important issues concerning safeguarding of Indian 

culture, religious awakening and national interest. 

2010: “Milestone Year of Print Media”

Celebration was globally organized at number of schools, colleges 

and societies and many small & big print media covered the event.

2011: “Milestone Year of Media”

‘Parents’ Worship’ became more popular and was celebrated in more 

cities and places. And the celebrations got more and more coverage 

on print media as well as through electronic media.  
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2012: “Milestone Year of Golden History”

Rajim Kumbh: In the year 2012, Rajim Kumbh 

was organized from 7th Feb to 20th Feb. Rajim 

Kumbh Mela is one of the largest religious congre-

gations in India, attended by lakhs of Indian and 

foreign devotees.

There was a satsang program of Asharam Bapu 

from 9th Feb (Evening) to 12 Feb 2012 at Ra-

jim kumbh mela parisr, Raipur, Chhattisgarh. On 

12th Feb, Dr. Raman Singh, Chief Minister of 

Chhattisgarh came at Asharam Bapu’s satsang program. Where Asharam Bapu elab-

orated on the hazards  caused by the celebration of Valentine’s Day, and said that our 

innocent children are being misguided and misled. In the end of program, Dr. Raman 

Singh (Chief Minister of Chhattisgarh) declared that in their state’s schools and colleges 

they would not allow celebration of ‘Valentine’s Day’ that misguides and depraves the 

students;; and they would instead motivate institutions to celebrate ‘Parents’ Worship  

Day’. 

Chhattisgarh will always be remembered as the first Indian state to honour the 

divine tradition of giving respect to parents thereby adding a golden chapter to 

the history.

On 14 feb 2012 at noon, “Matri-Pitri Pujan” 

Program was organized at Sendhwa City, 

Barwani District of state Madhya Pradesh, 

Where Narayan Saiji (Asharam Bapu’s son) 

worshipped Asharam Bapu on stage in front 

of gathering of lakhs of people to inspire all to 

perfrom “Matri-Pitri Pujan”.

Brahm Sankalap: On 7th October, 2012 (Evening) and 8th October (Morning); there 

was a satsang program of Asharam Bapu at village Bhondsi of Gurugram district of 
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state Haryana. A ‘BrahmSankalap’ was done by Asharam Bapu for 14th February as ‘Par-

ents’ Worship  Day’. He transmitted his will in the cosmic space for the good of humanity 

on the sacred seventh lunar day falling on Sunday (7th October, 2012). He said, 

“We will now celebrate ‘Parents’ Worship Day’ at the 

international level. Now we will spread the message all 

over the world. Not only Hindus; Christians, Muslims and 

Jews too want to save their children from moral degra-

dation. No parents wish their children to become loafers, 

disobedient and vagabonds. I have made a resolve for 

the good of all. I am transmitting a resolve in the space 

that the five Elements of nature, gods, my sadhakas, 

Hindus, Christians, Muslims and Zoroastrians; all should 

join hands in celebrating ‘Parents’ Worship Day’. May all 

gods, demigods, manes and others listen! I want to start 

an India-wide, worldwide campaign of celebrating ‘Par-

ents’ Worship Day’. Let everybody pay respect to his or 

her parents, grandparents, elders and ancestors. And I want the concurrence of all 

in this divine work.”

Prerna Sabha: To make ‘Matri-Pitri Pujan’ a world-

wide campaign; mammoth congregations by the 

name of ‘Prerna Sabha’ were organized: 

1. 7th Feb 2012 at Ramleela Ground, Noida (UP) 

2. 27th November 2012 at Vadodara

3. 29th November 2012 at Delhi

4. 28th December 2012 at Delhi

5. 30th December 2012 at Mumbai

Religious leaders, heads and chairmen of various organisations who are participated in 

2012 ‘Prerana Sabha’ are Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Akhil Bhartiya Sant Samiti, Niranjani 
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Akhada, Juna Akhada, Udasin Akhada, Mahanirwani Akhada, Atal Akhada, Sanatana 

Sanstha, Varakari Sampradaya, Kalika Peetha, Shri Swami Samartha Sampradaya, 

Hindu Samiti, Akhil Bharatiya Dharma Rakshak Samiti, Akhil Maharashtra Sant Samiti, 

Rashtravadi Shivasena, Divine Vedic Association, Jagadguru Shankaracharya of Kashi, 

Akhil Bhartiya Akhada Parishad, Akhil Bhartiya Shri Rama Sena, Hindu Jana Jagriti 

Samiti, Jagadguru Shankaracharya of Kashi, Jain Community and Muslim Community 

as also a number of political leaders, social activists and celebrities.

Commendation:  Name of the VIPs who have given letters of commendation are as 

follows:

Kuldeep Sharma (Vidhan Sabha Secretariate, Chandigarh), Rao Narendra Singh (Min-

ister of Health of the Indian state of Haryana), Pawan Kumar Bansal (Minister for Rail-

ways, Government of india), Dinesh Singh (Deputy Speaker, Punjab Legislative Assem-

bly, Chandigarh), Akram Khan (Deputy Speaker, Haryana Vidhan Sabha, Chandigarh), 

Charanjit Singh Atwal (Speaker  Punjab Legislative Assembly), Bhupinder Singh Hooda 

(Chief Minister of Haryana ), Jagannath Pahadia ( Governor of Haryana )

The Parents’ Worship Day has also been appreciated by Anuradha Paudwal (well-known 

singer), Shri Anoop Jalota(well-known singer), Shri Mukesh Khanna (Television Actor), 

Bhagyashree(Actress), Shri Nitin Gadkari (Minister of Road Transport and Highways, 

Govt. of India), Govinda (famous film star and former M.P.), Shri Rajnath Singh (Home 

Minister, Govt. of India) etc. 

2013: “Milestone Year of Eternal”

The celebrations were globally organized at big level at many places.  

Prerna sabha: On 17th January 2013, “Prerna Sabha” 

was organized at Prayagraj Kumbha Mela Festival. The 

saints who participated in the ‘Prerana Sabha’ are the 

Mahamandaleshwar of Juna Akhada, Swami Arjun Puriji 

Maharaj; Shri Anandagiriji Maharaj, the spiritual head of 

Vaghambari Peetha; Vishwa Guru Mahamandaleshwar 

Paramhamsa Swami Maheshwarananda Puriji Maharaj, 
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Omkaranandji Maharaj the head of Veni Madhava Mandir, Prayag; Sant Shri Balak Yoges-

hwardasji Maharaj, Balyogeshwar Shri Rambalakdasji, and Shri Mahant Mahamandalesh-

war Shri  Phooldol Biharidasji Maharaj.  

Commendation: Name of VIPs who have given letters of commendation are: 

Prem Kumar Dhumal (Chief Minister Himachal Pradesh), Anandiben Patel (cabinet min-

ister of Road and Building, Revenue, Urban development and Urban Housing, Disaster 

Management and Capital Projects), Shivraj Singh Chouhan (Chief Minister of Madhya 

Pradesh)

14 Feb 2013 was officially recognised as “Matri-Pitri Pujan” by the direction of Ch-

hattisgarh Govt. 

14 Feb 2013, Sam Thompson (Senator, New Jersey, USA) attended the 

Parents’ Worship Program at New Jersey. He said,

“I’m glad to join you all on the Parents appreciation day and it is unfor-

tunate that we don’t have this in our society here in the US, because 

it is so important because nothing determines what we have in our 

country, as much as the guidance the parents provide to the children. 

The children grow up to the values given by one’s parents. Unfortunately so much 

of the society that is there in this country, that is not occurring.  That’s why so 

many of our children become lost along the way. So what you do in your commu-

nity, the values that you instill in your children, the credit and appreciation for all 

goes to the parents. I think that shows why, your children are growing up to be the 

fine member of society, even becoming leaders in our society. I congratulate you 

and commend you for that and again I call it is a wonderful occasion and a pro-

gram. Thank you very much.” 

Ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSQMGMkBNts

31 Aug 2013, Asharam Bapu was arrested on grounds of a false, baseless case (point 

of view of many legal experts) by the Jodhpur Police. He is the initiator of the “Parents’ 
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Worship Day”. Now, many conspirator, some media persons and other miscreants were 

seeking, this celebration would stop. But to everybody’s surprise the celebration of “Par-

ents’ Worship Day” grew manifold, rapidly and it was organized at more, more and more 

places worldwide. 

A very important point to be noted: 
If we observe the effects of ‘Valentine’s Day’; there are more criminal cases of 

suicides, rapes, eloping of lovers, etc. on this day and there are multimillion dol-

lar sales on gifts, condoms, liquor and narcotic drugs etc. of big multinational 

brand companies. And by global campaign of “Parents’ Worship Day”, all of these 

multi-national companies who were earning big on Valentine’s Day, underwent a 

huge loss.  So it has also been estimated that a huge amount of  money and fund-

ing has been spent to spoil the image of Asharam Bapu to put a halt to his ideas of 

human welfare. 

2014: “Milestone Year of Social Media” 

On the year 2014, the Parents’ Worship Day celebration got started 3 month ahead of the 

month of February and it was also celebrated after 14 Feb as well.  Like the previous year, 

Chhattisgarh govt. directed to all its schools to celebrate “Parents’ Worship Day” on 14th 

Feb. Parents’ Worship Day was enthusiastically celebrated at many places in abroad. It 

was promoted by followers through Flexes, Banners at prime places and even through 

ads on FM radio. 

It was the first time on 14th Feb 2014, when 

“Parents’ Worship” worldwide trended top on 

‘Twitter’ with hashtag #HappyParentsWorship-

Day for many hours. This worldwide campaign 

on social media Twitter was also covered by 

BBC. Trend was also supported by many VIPs 

on Twitter platform.  
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It was also supported and appreciated by Suresh 

Chavhanke (Chairman, Sudarshan Channel). He 

also worshipped his parents and posted his picture 

on twitter & Facebook.  

2015: “Milestone Year of Quiz” 

In the year 2015, like the previous year of ‘Parents’ 

Worship Day’, the celebrations took off from the December month of 2014 and extended 

beyond 14 Feb 2015. 

On 3 Feb 2015, Chhattisgarh govt. made it compulsory to schools to conduct annual func-

tion of “Matri-Pitri Diwas” on 14th Feb. 

This was the first time, when online Quiz for ‘Parents’ Worship’ was organized at social 

media platform ‘Twitter’.  

Best commendations were received from Anandiben Patel (Chief Minister of Gujarat), and 

from Urmila Singh (Governer, Himachal Pradesh).

2016: “Milestone Year of President”

The President of India, Mr. Pranab Mukherjee expressed his 

heartfelt pleasure to know that ‘Parents’ Worship Day’ cam-

paign was been being organized every year on 14thFebruary 

at the global level and it was hugely helping India to regain 

the status of Global Master worldwide. Former President of 

India , Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam had also acclaimed the work 

of Asharam Bapu and his ashram activities for the uplifting of 

society.

2017: “Milestone Year of History-II” 

Dr. Neera Yadav attended two programs of “Matri-Pitri Pujan” at schools of 

Ranchi and koderma district. She inspired and decided to make this cele-

bration for all schools. 

On Dec 2017, Dr. Neera Yadav (State Education Minister, Jharkhand) has 

directed the state secretary of school education and literacy department 

to issue a directive to 50000 Govt. schools to conduct the annual function 
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‘Matri-Pitri Pujan’ where student will worship their parents. 

‘Parents’ Worship’ was also acclaimed by Vijay Rupani(Deputy Chief Minister, Gujarat), 

and Nitin Patel (Deputy Chief Minister, Gujarat).

2018: “Milestone Year of Ministers”   

In 2018, ‘Parents’ Worship’ was appreciated by many chief ministers and ministers, 

names of few are Sarbananda Sonowal (Chief Minister of Assam), Raghubar Das (Chief 

Minister of Jharkhand), Yogi Aditiyanath (Chief Minister of UP), Anil Vij (Cabinet Minister 

in the Government of Haryana), Jay Ram Thakur (Chief minister of Himachal Pardesh), 

Abhishek Singh (Member of Parliament , Rajnandgoan Chhattisgarh), Shri Vasudev 

Devnani (Education Minister, Rajsthan) etc.

In the beginning year 2008, it was celebrated worldwide including almost in all States of 

India and also at a few places in USA, UAE, England, Nepal, and Singapore. 
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‘Parents’ Worship  Day’ Celebration grew gradually from 2008 to 2011 and finally went 

soaring high in 2012. 

We can say 2012 year can be considered as a milestone in the history of ‘Parents’ Wor-

ship  Day’. As after this year, the celebrations widely and rapidly increased world wide. 

With time, the program has become a day dedicated to parents and has been gracefully 

accepted by all religions not only in India but also worldwide. 

Publications:

A book named “Matri-Pitri Pujan” has been published in Hindi, Marathi, English, Ori, 

Kannada, Telgu, Gujarati, Bengali, Tamil, Nepali. The book contains all the necessary 

information regarding celebration of programs of ‘Parents’ Worship’. 

Asharam Bapu’s Message: 

Message to all human beings

No Christian wants his/her daughter to be any promiscuous person’s object of lustful 

gratification. No Muslim wants his/her daughter to be abused by lascivious men. And 

there is no question of a Hindu entertaining any thought of this kind. 

If young boys and girls openly indulge in lustful activities then they will lose the strength 

of virtue and positive energy eventually. My heart was moved to see not millions but tens 

of millions of such young boys and girls ruining their lives.

I pondered over this problem in solitude to find a solution to it. The solution was provided 

by God who solves all problems. ‘Don’t fight the evil; just promote good.’ Therefore, I 

suggested, ‘Don’t oppose ‘Valentine’s Day’. Remember Lord Ganapati and celebrate 

‘Parents’ Worship Day’ on 14th February so that your third eye of wisdom is opened. And 

the fragrance of this good campaign has reached even the Christians. Many of my 

Christian devotees and many of the Muslims agree to celebrate ‘Parents’ Worship 

Day’. But now the campaign has to be widened more.   

 My dear young people and their parents! You are born on the pious land of India. You 

are the descendants of farsighted rishis. Shun ‘Valentine’s Day’ which, in the name of 

love, debilitates the youth. O parents and their children! Love each other beholding the 
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Lord in the other one and let your hearts be filled with Divine Joy. Not the false joy of sex, 

but the Joy of God, the Love of God and Bliss of God.

It should help bring peace and happiness to my brothers and sisters of the whole world. 

Why should you ape the west? Rather they should get blessed following your foot-

steps.”

Message to governments

“There should be a law to curb the shameless tendency growing in the youth to insult 

the parents and live a libertine life. I call upon all Chief Ministers and all the people of the 

world to see to it that the children don’t take a ruinous path by celebrating ‘Valentine’s 

Day’; and they get eternal celebration, eternal success and joy and eternal goodness in 

their lives by celebrating ‘Parents’ Worship Day’.”

Message to parents and teachers

“Children should not consider the parents despicable. ‘Parents’ Worship’ book and VCD 

have been published by the Ashram. Distribute them so that children imbibe good traits. 

Children disobey and defy parents and become self-willed. That makes them disturbed 

and disconcerted. Instead of getting eternal celebration; they develop eternal irritable 

nature. Instead of getting eternal success & prosperity they become eternally poor. Poor 

means desiring many things. Instead of getting eternal auspiciousness; they face unend-

ing troubles and botheration. Explain to them the glory of ‘Parents’ Worship Day’ from this 

day itself, and persuade them to celebrate it in order to save them from irritability, poverty 

and troubles of eternal nature.” 

Message to media

‘Valentine’s Day’ is misleading young boys and girls towards darkness. Turn them to-

wards ‘Parents’ Worship Day’. I ask you just this only that your children and children of 

your readers and viewers should become brilliant. Before their life comes to an end; they 

should illuminate it with the radiance of divine knowledge, the knowledge of Life-giver. 

This way you can serve God in the form of society. 
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Controversy: There is no controversy on the celebration of the ‘Parents’ Worship Day’ 

and it has been a big achievement of the success. The idea is wonderful and many well 

wishers of the nation call Asharam Bapu as “Supreme well-wisher of man-kind”. 

Points need to be noted:  Who are thinking Asharam Bapu was not conspired, 

please think once again

1. A person who spent more than 40 years of his life in  social and human welfare, and 

gave a wonderful solution to world to stop adverse effect of “Valentine’s day”, how can he 

do anyone bad? 

2. A person who’s “BrahmSankalapa” (Wish in universe) is impacting extensively in the 

world, directly show his spiritual power. 

3. A person who taught about Celibacy and who follows it himself, how can he be ac-

cused of rape?

4. A person who has millions of followers including scientists, engineers, doctors, law-

yers, bureaucrats & businessman, can such a person fool so many people on the basis 

of faith & religion. Important point is, his followership is still increasing. 

5. Asharam Bapu is at the forefront in resisting and stopping religious conversion and he 

is an obstacle in the way of missionaries. 

6. Multi-national brand companies, who are fooling people by promoting lustful Valen-

tine’s Day, see Asharam Bapu as their enemy. 

By Dr. Subramanian Swamy, an Eminent 

Jurisprudent

The case against Asharam Bapu is entirely 

bogus. This is the conclusion arrived at by 

my legal team. 

(1) Hindus under siege! Your leaders and 

saints will be systematically eliminated with 

false charges and propaganda. By the time 

you realize it, it’ll be too late. 
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(2) Asharamji Bapu is at the forefront in resisting and stopping religious conversion. 

(3) Innocent and gullible Hindus are not able to visualize the invisible mechanism working 

behind defaming Hindu saints which is part of a massive conspiracy of certain powers 

that are opposing the Hindus as well as our Hindu nation. 

(4) Before this case; Shankracharya of Kanchi Math was arrested under false allegations; 

and the media publicised him as a murderer. But when he was acquitted not guilty and 

innocent by the Supreme Court; then no media-organisation apologised for branding him 

as a murderer. 

(5) Sadhvi Pragya Singh had been rotting in jail even without any proof and any charge-

sheet for the last ten years; only because she is a Hindu saint. 

(6) The worst part is that most of the Hindus are taken by secularism as well as some 

kind of inferiority complex. Therefore they immediately accept the version of media as 

true and factual. Without any proof or investigation, all of a sudden everyone starts acting 

like a judge because the media and our films have stuffed rubbish in our minds that if the 

person happens to be a Hindu saint, he must be corrupt and perverted. 

Last but not the least, today we are getting away from the fragrance of our culture, we 

are forgetting our customs, we are forgetting the divine idea behind them, and we are 

wondering why our culture is disappearing. 

Please don’t make fool of someone and don’t let them fool yourself.  And also don’t 

follow media blindly. 

Thanks 
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Abstract: The structural order followed by nature, also adopted in the construction of Hindu 

temples, was to depict the ultimate truth. This became possible by following fractal geome-

try. Fractal geometry plays a major part in the transmission of the symbolic intended mean-

ings from the visibly manifested art and architecture of the temple, to the intellect of human 

beings, for perception in the correct sense. This paper is therefore an attempt to integrate 

and analyse the fields of study of, temple architecture, fractal geometry, symbolism, hu-

man perception of architectural expression, and temple concept through cosmology and 

philosophy. It is advocated that the use of fractal geometry in the construction of temples, 

and sculptures adorning them, helps in imparting the temple concept and idea in its correct 

value.

Keywords: Temple architecture; fractal geometry; symbolism; self similarity; human percep-

tion 

1. Introduction and background to Hindu architectural philosophy 

“Hindu temples go beyond just being the visual results of a mathematical process with in-

teresting properties, but touch us deeper, almost on a spiritual level, like all objects of pure 

beauty.”  (Trivedi, 1993) 

It is significant that nowhere in the extensive vocabulary of the Indian languages is there 

a word that corresponds to the term ‘religion’. In fact, religious and non-religious matters 

are never distinguished in Hinduism, as it is unimaginable that any activity, impulse or pro-

cess, can be without some divine potential (Michell, 1977, 1988). The term dharma, which 

is sometimes mistakenly used for religion, actually means righteousness or propriety. This 

gives some insight into the minds of the people following a dharma which teaches, not of 
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religion, but of righteousness. 

Hinduism believes that the universe is created, destroyed, and recreated in an endless 

series of repetitive cycles, where Brahma is the creator, Vishnu the sustainer and Shiva the 

destroyer. This trinity combines to form Parameshwar (Purush), the Supreme Being who is 

the manifested form of the whole of infinity. Hindu philosophy views the cosmos to be holo-

nomic and self similar in nature. According to ancient architectural tradition, Hindu temples 

are symbols of the model of the cosmos and their form represents the cosmos symbolically 

(Trivedi, 1993). This is significant and inevitable because of the strong relationship between 

the cosmos philosophy and the philosophy behind the temple structure. Hindu thought ad-

heres to the related view that the macrocosm is ‘enclosed’ in the microcosm (Joye, Fractal 

Architecture Could Be Good For You , 2007 ), reinforced by Trivedi (1989) when he says 

that the whole cosmic principle (in Hindu philosophy) replicates itself again and again in 

ever smaller scales. 

It is imperative to mention that there exist numerous theories regarding the concept of the 

temple, and subsequently, its various parts. Some of these theories are more relevant and 

accepted in some cases, whereas the others in other cases. This discrepancy does not 

undermine the validity of the concepts in any way, but reinforces the idea of interpretation 

at various levels and in different scenarios. With a higher objective, the variety in concepts 

helps each individual to take his own path and attain satisfaction of enlightenment in his 

own way. 

Implicit in the motion of holonomy are the properties of homogeneity, isotropy, self-similarity 

and symmetries of various kinds (Trivedi, 1993). These are the values which are common 

to both geometric generation of temple forms and its philosophical concept. It is significant 

that these properties form the basis for the concepts of the temple structure and the ge-

ometry used, which will form the discussion in the later part of the paper. The human being 

is said to contain within itself, the entire cosmos - ‘Aham Bhramosmi’ philosophy (Trivedi, 

1993), thus reinforcing the idea of ‘part in whole’ and ‘whole in part’. 

The cosmic order was the order found in the cosmos and simultaneously in the atom, 

and therefore in the intermediate scales. To maintain harmony, all man-made objects and 

structures were enjoined to be fashioned with the same measurements and principles with 

which the cosmos is made, and so the underlying order and symmetries of the cosmos 

manifest themselves in the designs and representations made by man (Trivedi, 1993). This 
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is most relevant in the case of Hindu temples, because of the obvious necessity to relate 

with the cosmic dynamism. The notion of temple as a model of the cosmos has existed 

over 3000 years in texts and for more than 1000 years in actually realised monuments 

(Trivedi, 1993). Subhash Kak (2005) has explored the connections that tie the details of 

the temple form and its iconography to fundamental Vedic ideas related to transformation 

(Kak, Early Indian Architecture and Art , 2005). 

If we trace the artistic forms of things, made by man, to their origin, we find a direct imita-

tion of nature (Lethaby, 1891,  

2005 ). This does explain the common processes used for the creation of art. It should be 

noted that sometimes the aesthetic appeal of fractal-like patterns is also explained by the 

fact that the nervous system is governed by fractal-like processes (explained later) (Joye, 

Architectural lessons from environmental psychlogy: the case of biophillic architecture, 

2007). There is enough evidence to prove that nature, cosmos, human body and human 

mind all follow the same algorithm in geometrical progression. 

2. Temple architecture - manifestation of the philosophy 

“As the pigments are but the vehicle of painting, so is the building but the vehicle of ar-

chitecture, which is the thought behind form, embodied and realised for the purpose of its 

manifestation and transmission. Architecture, then, interpenetrates building, not for satis-

faction of the simple needs of the body, but the complex ones of the intellect.” (Lethaby, 

1891, 2005 ) 

Figure 1: Jag-

dambi Temple, 

Khajuraho 

How humans ex-

perience archi-

tecture, is an ex-

tensively talked 

about subject. 

The conclusions 
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can be drawn only after certain connect and relationship has been formed between the 

building and the observer. This connection needs a basis or connecting thread to be 

formed. The scales at which human beings can comfortably perceive things and inter-

pret to understand, is limited. The cosmic scale and the atomic scale - the two ends of 

scale - are unperceivable to the human naked eye, and therefore contribute only con-

ceptually to the ideas of homogeneity, isotropy, self similarity etc. So, the eternal truth 

embedded within these concepts geometrically, needed to be manifested into a scale 

which human eye can perceive and interpret in their own right, also being an inherent 

part of their worldly experience (For example in Figure 1: Jagdambi Temple, Khajuraho). 

Here, temple architecture comes to help.

Figure 2: Outer Fascade, Kandaria Mahadev Temple, Khajuraho

In the Hindu temple, the potentially divine becomes visibly manifest and therefore ap-

proachable by man (Michell, 1977, 1988). Hindu art is dedicated to rendering the world 

of the gods visible; its sacred images voice the messages of the gods (Michell, 1977, 

1988). The role of the Hindu artist is to give visible form to the values of his society, 

rather than to communicate a personal interpretation of these values (Michell, 1977, 
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1988). These values may sometimes also be referred to as ‘collective memory’, which is 

not individual understanding, or memory, but the collective consciousness of the society. 

The form language is stored in collective memory and recorded in physical materials, and 

is older than writing (Salingaros N. A., 2006, 2008). Each traditional form language is dis-

tinct, yet possesses a comparably high degree of organised complexity in terms of visual 

vocabulary and combinatoric possibilities (Salingaros N. A., 2006, 2008). This collective 

consciousness of the society carries memory in the form of concepts or images and man-

ifests itself by favouring the most stable and comforting ‘visual memes’ (self sustaining 

conceptual entities that become fixed in human memory (Salingaros N. A., 2006, 2008)).

In order that certain theological ideas should be translated into art, particularly in the 

fashioning of sacred images (Figure 2: Outer Fascade, Kandaria Mahadev Temple, Kha-

juraho), the priests set out elaborate prescriptions which governed all the details (Michell, 

1977, 1988). Brihatsamhita and Sthapatyaveda give the solution as the temple which 

should act as the microcosm of the cosmos (Stierlin, 2002). These have been developed 

through the ages with serious consideration to the aspects of human mental comfort and 

intrinsic affiliations, and the ultimate truth to be conveyed to them. The temple has been 

the centre of the intellectual, social and artistic life of the Hindu community, functioning 

not only as a place of worship, but also as a nucleus around which all artistic and cultural 

activity is concentrated and flourishes. The influence that this structure had on the society 

as a whole was immense; from suggesting worldly behaviour and practices, to striving to 

achieve the ultimate goal of human life; magnifying its responsibility of directing the indi-

vidual’s gaze towards the ultimate goal. 

The most well known document which guides the construction of temples is the Vastu-

shastras - texts where instructions are in the nature of general programs from which differ-

ent temple forms may be generated. Ancient writings on Vastushastra are spread through 

a diverse body of texts ranging from philosophical texts such as Upaishads, to technical 

manuals encoding artisanal knowledge like the Brihat Samhita, Mansara, Mayamata and 

Vastusutra (Datta, 2010). Hindu temple architecture is vast and requires an understanding 

of not only Hindu philosophy, but also the nature of religious practices, rituals and temple 

worship in Hinduism (Trivedi, 1993). It combines the subjects of philosophy, cosmolo-
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gy, psychology, mathematics, geometry and an in-depth understanding of the social and 

cultural life of the people and the times, to be able to arrive at a form which satisfies every 

individual’s intellect, imparting knowledge suitable to each. 

Senses, feeling and embodiment interact with narrative in the quest for meaning. In order 

to maintain such a holistic awareness, it requires a shift from an oscillating to a circular 

dialectic that tracks the hermeneutic relations between the whole and its parts, and vice 

versa (Schorch, 2014). Architecture, described as thought behind form, is the most appro-

priate vehicle, for carrying the messages addressed for human mind. This special rela-

tionship formed between the structure and the human mind, substantiates the experience 

through symbolism. Therefore the connecting basis may be developed through the use of 

symbolism, which touches the intellect in more than one way. 

3. Symbolic expression and perception 

“The history of symbolism shows that everything can assume symbolic significance: natu-

ral objects (like stones, plants, animals, men, mountains and valleys, sun and moon, wind, 

water, and fire), or man-made things (like houses, boats, or cars), or even abstract forms 

(like numbers, or the triangle, the square, and the circle). In fact, the whole cosmos is a 

potential symbol.” (Carl Gustav Jung, Man and His Symbols, 1964) 

A Hindu temple is a symbolic structure that represents certain fundamental concepts of 

Hindu philosophy about the nature of cosmos, and the formal characteristics of the tem-

ple are the outcome of this symbolic representation (Trivedi, 1993). The Rig Veda used a 

subtle system of symbolism, so that in later Indian thought its meaning was always open 

to interpretation at several levels (Michell, 1977, 1988). A universe is the result of time 

that follows the cosmic order in which a fraction of moment is the microcosm of the big-

gest time unit (Md Rian, et al., 2007). It is most important to understand that the temple 

form, from a point of view, identifies itself with the form of the universe. This point, already 

been mentioned, will be elaborated as the discussion proceeds. The symbolism of temple 

buildings sometimes seems to refer to the structure of the world and sometimes to the 

religious relationship of men to the gods (Saussaye, 1891 ). This dual role is fulfilled by 

the intricately complex symbolism which are ‘open to interpretation at several levels’, thus 

facilitating our understanding. Every religious expression in art represents, therefore, an 
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encounter between man and divine (Eliade, 1985). 

The very dynamics of the cosmos are expressed in the tensions of the conflict between 

good and evil rather than in an ultimate resolution which never takes place (Michell, 1977, 

1988). This tug of war between the good and the bad is mundane, superficial and yet de-

sirable (Dutta, 2013). They are part of us - our own creation - the product of our mind and 

body (Dutta, 2013). [Here], the religious man is confronted with the sacred character of 

the cosmos; that is, he discovers that the world has a sacred significance in its very struc-

ture (Eliade, 1985). Eliade says that sacred art seeks to represent the invisible by means 

of the visible and through the mediation of artistic expression the attributes of religious ab-

straction are revealed, so to speak, it is presented in visible form. This intent is especially 

true [for Hinduism], where philosophical speculation has evolved a systematic treatment 

of the nature and attributes of divinity. Her theory, that humans are interested to depict 

and display their God’s ‘form’ as well as their ‘works’ is substantiated through the fact that 

cosmos is considered to be their supreme creation, at the same time the God Himself. To 

sum up, Hindu temple is therefore not only the abode of God but also the form of God (Md 

Rian, 2007). 

4. Geometry and its Application 

In Hindu thought, number is considered an expression of the structure of the universe and 

a means of effecting the interplay between the universe and man (Michell, 1977, 1988). 

When numbers are given shape and form, geometry comes into play. To be able to impart 

the symbolic meanings to the mind of the observer through the eyes and brain, there was 

a need to establish a certain geometry which will attract the eyes and arouse the brain. 

To be able to convey these meanings through form, a strong relationship had to be de-

veloped between form and meanings in a decipherable language. This relationship that 

develops between forms and their meanings within the Hindu temple is essential to its 

function as a link between the gods and man (Michell, 1977, 1988). 

The basic plan form of any temple is built upon the Vastu Purush Mandala, which is a 

square, representing the earth. It also symbolises order, the completeness of endless life 

and the perfectness of life and death (Michell, 1977, 1988). In the foundation of any Hin-

du temple, cosmos is embodied by laying down the diagram of Vastu Purush Mandala on 
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a selected ground. This divine diagram reflects the image of cosmos through its fractal 

qualities (Md Rian I, et. al., 2007). The Mandala can be considered an ideogram, while the 

temple is the material manifestation of the concepts it embodies (Trivedi, 1993). 

The square symbolises order, unequivocal form, the celestial sphere and the absolute. 

The circle on the other hand represents movement, and therefore time. The square and 

circle, by their very nature, are constant, but the rectangle is not. The square, with its 

potential to include competing elements, when enclos-

ing a circle represents the dimensions of both space 

and time. As the cosmos is represented by the circle 

symbolically, the process of making an architectural 

model of the cosmos involves the representation of a 

circle in a square grid in two-dimensional construction 

and of an ellipsoid (the cosmic egg) in a cubical grid 

in three-dimensional construction. A process of de-

scritization of all curved forms is necessitated by this 

need to represent them in a square grid, which results 

in the typical jaggedness of the temple plan (Trivedi, 

1993). The transformation of circle to square and square to circle is not one which can be 

explained through Eucledian geometry. It needs an intricate understanding of the nature 

and geometry of natural forms. The process by which natural elements gain their unique 

form can be applied to the temple structures to find the underlying theme. The application 

of this algorithm to the temple construction gives it the remarkable appearance.

The superimposition of the square and the circle is significant considering their individual 

symbolic meanings (Figure 3: Square and Circle Superimposed; Symbolising the earth 

and the cyclical time). Both of these when put together acquire the properties of order and 

movement. Also, this superimposition depicts the celestial sphere and the Absolute, with 

respect to time; where eternal time is also the smallest moment. This proves the involve-

ment of circle with square, with respect to the temple concept and philosophy. The most 

impressive aspect of the temple representation is that it occurs both at the level of the 

part as well as the whole in a recursive fashion mirroring the Vedic idea of the microcosm 

symbolising the macrocosm at various levels of expression (Kak, Space and Cosmology 
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in the Hindu Temple , 2002 ) 

Nevertheless, this form of geometry, i.e. Eucledian Geometry, does not suffice to generate 

the process of development of the structure of the temple. It does not help to describe the 

form of the Hindu Temple and its embodied depictions of dynamics, movement, tension, 

order and harmony. Fractal geometry, though, has been found to be able to explain most 

of the forms and patterns in a temple complex. 

5. Fractal Geometry - Application and Importance 

“... the dynamic formal structure of Indian temples shows irresistible analogies with cer-

tain metaphysical ideas recurrent in Indian thought: of the manifestation in transient, finite 

multiplicity of a timeless, limitless, undifferentiated yet all pervading unity; of the identity of 

this oceanic infinitude with the all-containing infinitesimal point; of finite things as fleeting 

transmutations of the infinite momentarily differentiated, then sinking back into unity, in 

unending cycles of growth and decay.” (Hardy, 2007) 

Figure 4: Sun Temple, Modhera; Fractal 

development of form is profound 

The existence of the phenomenon of self 

similarity in the natural world has been 

observed and known since antiquity, but 

its mathematical understanding and the 

process of arriving at it began with Man-

delbrot’s work in 1977, even though the credit should be shared by various mathemati-

cians and philosophers for their contributions during the twentieth century which made 

this possible. The fractal dimension is a statistical quantity that gives an indication of how 

completely a fractal appears to fill space, as one zooms down to finer scales (Xiaoshu Lu, 

2012). 

Fractal analysis is being increasingly used for analysis in various fields including medi-

cine, psychology, urban form and architecture. These developments include refinement in 

the software usage for computing fractal dimension, which is a measure of the roughness 
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and degree of details. This, when applied to the field of temple architecture enhances 

understanding of the structure geometrically. In particular, Anderson and Mandell (1996) 

argue that human evolution in a fractal world has required “the incorporation of fractal 

structures as well as fractal processes, and these in turn would be integrated into sensory 

systems, recognition, memory, and adaptive behaviours” (Joye, Architectural lessons from 

environmental psychlogy: the case of biophillic architecture, 2007). 

The role of fractal geometry in the construction and physical manifestation of the Hin-

du temple has not been fully understood until recent developments in the field of fractal 

software helped in the partial understanding of the deep relationship between them. The 

fractal characteristic of an architectural composition presents itself in this progression of 

interesting detail as one approaches, enters and thus uses a building (Bovill, 1996). This 

represents a progression of observation from across the street to inside a room. The idea 

that temple architecture has a progression of detail from a large to small scale is accept-

ed. But, fractal analysis provides a quantifiable measure of the progression of detail, also 

quantifying the mixture of order and surprise in a rhythmic composition (Bovill, 1996). 

In many practical applications, temporal and spatial analysis is needed to characterise 

and quantify the hidden order in complex patterns; fractal geometry is an appropriate tool 

for investigating such complexity over many scales for natural phenomena (Xiaoshu Lu, 

2012).

Although employed in various fields in different roles, fractal geometry has been applied 

particularly in architecture as a language which translates the beauty of complexity as 

well as the ideas of architects (Thomas, 2002) into visible dynamics (Figure 4: Sun Tem-

ple, Modhera; Fractal development of form is profound). It also reflects the process of 

universe and its energy through the buildings (Jencks, 1995 ). Hindu temple is one of the 

best examples of those fractal buildings which were constructed in the past, long before 

the birth of fractal theory and manifested the religious cosmic visions (Jackson, 2004 ). In 

his paper, Md Rian, et. al., evidence the deep relationship between fractal geometry and 

the deepest truth in Hindu temples. Trivedi pointed out that there exists a striking resem-

blance of temple forms to images based on fractal geometry. Countless temples exist 

all over India... which could be viewed as three dimensional structures based on fractal 

geometry (Trivedi, 1993). There are various methods to evaluate the fractal dimension, 
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among which the box counting method is suitable for measuring the fractal dimension of 

the elevation of buildings, mountains, trees or any objects which are not true fractals (Md 

Rian I, et. al., 2007). This measurement of the fractal dimension helps in quantifying the 

beautiful mix of order and surprise in a structure. This contributes in forming the appropri-

ate heuristics in the human minds, and therefore setting the stage for higher and clearer 

understanding. 

6. Discussion - Integration of above mentioned ideas 

The most remarkable aspect of the relationship of fractal geometry and Hindu temple 

architecture is that, not only does the physical manifestation of a Hindu temple confirm to 

the geometry of fractals, but also the theory behind fractal geometry, i.e., the fractal con-

cept is parallel to the concept and idea of temple and its philosophy. The parameters of 

replication in multiple iterations, self similarity, dynamics and complexity at varying scales 

are the ones that render Hindu temples fractal-friendly, therefore, forming the base for 

fractal analysis in the Hindu temple. The literature in this regard, addresses how fractal 

geometry can be applied to the underlying concept and the physical manifestation of a 

Hindu temple to arrive at the final form. These studies ignore the aspect of ‘symbolism’ 

which is evident in a temple complex. It holds a very important position in the overall 

concept as well as the symbolic representation of the ‘ultimate truth’. The Vastu Purush 

Mandala, geometrical basis of the Hindu Temple plan, is the result of fractal iterations. 

Arnheim, in his book, ‘Art and Visual Perception’, describes intricately the hidden fields 

of forces within the square where each side of the square applies force towards the cen-

tre. Thus increasing the number of squares in a Mandala helps the diagram to contain 

the (cosmic) energies more concretely where the field of forces is increased in a fractal 

manner. These restored energies in the Mandala radiate outwards to the physical world 

eternally from the centre. With time, the final shape of Mandala turns into a complex 

matrix through various transitional stages. In these stages, plans of some earlier tem-

ples evidence that the fact of radiating cosmic energy took the main role for amending 

the basic shape of Mandala. Interestingly, it turns out in some cases that the process of 

amendment is nothing but the fractal iteration of Mandala (Md Rian I, et. al., 2007). The 

well-controlled zigzag plan of the temple creates the vertical visual rhythm, accentuated 
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in the elevation through its sharp recessions and projections, whereas the horizontal 

friezes on the elevation create the horizontal rhythmic growth upward (Md Rian I, et. al., 

2007). In the shikhara, the amalgamation of the form of lotus blossom and that of moun-

tain has been frozen into the form of multiple recursive archetypes (Md Rian I, et. al., 

2007). As discussed earlier, the circle depicts the endless cycles of time, the wholeness 

and the consciousness due to its never-ending shape. Each iteration starts from the 

intersection between a side of the diagonal square and the last iterated line, and stops 

at the intersection between grid line and the circle. This iteration stops at the corners of 

the square. Hindu cosmology, manifested in the plan of Hindu temple two dimensional-

ly, was also manifested in its elevation but three dimensionally and more symbolically 

(Md Rian I, et. al., 2007). Looking at a well known and well researched Shiva temple of 

India, the Kandaria Mahadev Temple, Khajuraho, in the light of the previous discussion, 

it is brought about superficially, that these Hindu temples confirm to the idea which is a 

beautiful combination of the religious faith, geometrical achievements, understanding of 

human comfort and aesthetics, how human beings perceive (psychology), fractal geom-

etry and its concept, knowledge of cosmology and its philosophy, and most importantly, 

symbolism. 

Figure 5: Sky-Soaring Shikhara, Khajuraho 

In the case of Kandariya Mahadev temple, the main 

tower above the sanctuary is repeated at its four sides 

and the same process of repetition is continued in each 

newly born smaller tower, and again this process re-

peated in the last newly born smaller tower. At the same 

time smaller towers are repeated on the body of main 

tower in which the whole tower attains such an arrange-

ment where one can easily feel the whole in a part within 

another part (Md Rian I, et. al., 2007). In the Nagara shikhara, the application of a recur-

sive procedure, applied in three dimension, makes the high tower of the shikhara throw 

forth diminutive multiples of its own shape in high relief, each one and all of them subor-

dinated to the bulk of the total shikhara (Trivedi, 1993). Placing of the smaller towers on 
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the elevation is such that the peaks of each smaller tower pointing towards the summit of 

main central tower, makes the impression of unity in infinity towards cosmic axis. Another 

significance of such arrangement of smaller towers on the shikhara of Kandariya Ma-

hadev temple is the man’s perception for seeing the whole body of shikhara in its self-sim-

ilar parts from any location of view (Md Rian I, et. al., 2007).

Even the smallest details of the temple carry the concept of creation. Naked eyes go to 

the tiniest details up to some level, but the story or the images of the gods; where mythol-

ogy plays an important part; makes a passage of spiritual journey for the ‘third eye’ -power 

of imagination- to perceive what is further towards infinity. 

Figure 6: Laxman Temple, Khajuraho, 

Symbolically- Emanating Universe 

In a footnote [Summerson] cites James Fer-

gusson’s observation, in his pioneering work 

of 1876, that ‘everywhere ... in India, architec-

tural decoration is made up of small models 

of large buildings’ (Hardy, 2007). Hardy rein-

forces the idea of self similarity and depiction of 

the same attribute across different scales, by mentioning that aedicules are not just orna-

ments, but the basic unit from which most Indian temple architecture is composed (Hardy, 

2007). A temple design is conceived as containing numerous smaller temples or shrines, 

arranged hierarchically at various scales, embedded within the whole or within one an-

other (Hardy, 2007). As Summerson puts it; ‘The aedicule unlocks door after door’. These 

examples put some light on the implementation and manifestation of the concepts and 

ideals emphasized by Hindu philosophy for the construction of the temples, so that correct 

impact is made on the human mind. 

Scholarship has associated several meanings with Hindu temples: house of God, heav-

enly palace or city of God, mountain, cosmos (Hardy, 2007). This is significant because if 

these connections are lost, then the final imagery for interpretation is not formed, hence 

deceiving the idea of construction. This is where fractal geometry comes in to help under-
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stand, decipher and interpret the temple in its magnificence. Some authors hypothesize 

that the proposed fractal nature of the human mind and brain can illuminate the creation 

of fractal artwork. Essentially, such art should be understood as an exteriorisation of the 

fractal aspects of brain functioning (Goldberger, 1996 ). As he puts it, “The art work exter-

nalises the maps and the internal brain-work... Conversely, the interaction of the viewer 

with the art form may be taken as an act of self-recognition”. Nikos Salingaros mentions in 

his paper (1998), that buildings satisfying certain rules are sub-consciously perceived as 

sharing essential qualities with natural and biological forms , and as a consequence, they 

appear more comfortable psychologically (Salingaros N. , 1998). From a study of natural 

entities Salingaros concludes that the scaling relationship between these elements should 

obey the ration of 2.7, to be aesthetically pleasing (Joye, Fractal Architecture Could Be 

Good For You , 2007 ). Scaling coherence, which is the basis of fractal geometry, is a 

major feature of Temple Architecture (Salingaros N. , 1998). The ratio of 2.7 walks along 

the lines of fractal geometry and supports the 

argument. It becomes evident from the above 

discussion that the various relationships estab-

lished, through fractal geometry, are not man-

ifested with similar physical appearances, but 

similar aesthetic appeal. This is because the 

algorithm or process used to develop the physi-

cal arrangement is similar. 

Figure 7: Ceiling of Temple, Khajuraho, Symbolically- Emanating Universe

7. Conclusion 

The need to relate all these streams of thought and study is to be able to demonstrate 

that even though the integrated whole doesn’t form a part of imparted knowledge of a per-

son, the concept and idea manifested, does impact the human mind in the way discussed 

above. This fact is due to the philosophical connotations of the various strategies and tac-

tics employed in its construction, which meets not only the human eyes but the intellect, 

and touches it deeply. 
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This paper, therefore, attempts to provide a point of view for the reader and observer, by 

integrating various streams of thought and presenting a new perspective. It is advocated 

that the primitive, but beautifully complex, and satisfying form of these temples has been 

arrived at; not through the use of complex computer algorithms, generative of structures; 

but by intuitive processes, giving a fair idea of human intrinsic affiliations, satisfying in-

tellectual needs. It is estimated that, had fractal geometry not been used in the physical 

manifestation of the temple philosophy, it would have been difficult to impart the knowl-

edge intended by temple construction. Every element in the temple structure, the prasa-

da, the shikhara, the finial, the sculpture on the exterior and interior walls, the jagged plan 

form and the appearance in totality, take help of fractal geometry; within the perceivable 

scales; to promote their idea and concept. The implementation of fractal geometry en-

sures that the underlying structure resemble the structure found in nature and hence 

provides the temple with its aesthetic appeal. It has been noticed that, not only does the 

physical manifestation follow the principles of fractal geometry, but also the idea of con-

struction, i.e., the concept of the temple and its philosophy, is akin to the concept of fractal 

geometry and fractal progression. This, points towards the conception that even though 

the formal theory of fractals had not been developed; like today; at the time of temple 

construction, the concept existed in the minds of the priest and sthapaty. This concept is 

in tune with the cosmological and philosophical theory attested by the temple structure. 

This attempt has been directed, not so much, towards creation, or recreation, of a temple 

form, but focus has been on the process for arriving at these forms. The use of fractal ge-

ometry in the construction and design of temples is evident, but the question raised here 

is, ‘why?’. This can be answered by analysing the cosmological and philosophical require-

ments the temple structure aims to fulfil symbolically, alongside the theory of fractals. The 

author’s work here, centres on the establishment of the mediatory role of fractal geometry 

and its theoretical application, in the relationship of the philosophical concept and the 

physical manifestation of a Hindu temple. It should be noted that this article has touched 

upon the concept theoretically, and suggests the possibility of the existence of this rela-

tionship. This project can succeed with a trans-disciplinary approach, where every subject 

is given importance and analysed through fractal lenses. ‘The human mind has first to 

construct forms, independently, before we can find them in things’. - Einstein 
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SpECIal rEpOrT

State honor to Bollywood stars  may take a vulgar 
turn – ‘obscenity’ may have the last laugh

What if a mother continuously makes her child eat more and more pudding only? Will he not 

vomit? This might even make the child suffer from dysentery and other sickness? Exactly the 

same was done to us by the media for 4/5 days immediately after the sudden demise of the 

Bollywood film star Sridevi in a Dubai Hotel room. The TV audience has been forced to shed 

tears on and on for the actress. Many have felt it intensely irritating. There was practically mi-

nuscule coverage on the election in Meghalaya, Nagaland and Tripura. I guess the gossip of 

a film star is more important than the citizens exercising the democratic right and other major 

events across the country.

What is not less disgusting is the mindset and the taste of the media these days.  It literally 

does not let an individual gaze “upwards” and think higher. Thoughts, opinions and commen-

dation expressed about the departed soul may sound poetic but they all border on the “frivolity 

and actress’s titbits. One fails to understand what good it does to us by knowing the idle gos-

sip of a film actor whose lives are less inspirational. I’m afraid, to the media and its type, the 

film stars are the “only” inspirational, and all others’ controversial, lol! It seems the Maharash-

tra government has gone overboard by arranging the cremation of the Bollywood star with the 

full state honour. Is it wanting to swim with the media tide? Phew, this unprecedented trend 

might take a very vulgar turn. Obscenity and immorality will have the last laugh! 

Is the death of  Jagadguru Jayendra Saraswathi not a great loss for the nation? His demise 

did not merit any running commentaries, nor the panel discussion, nor even the state mourn-

ing.
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Incidentally, no media brings to light how some female actors lead the life after a certain 

age. Mostly, their latter lives are less enviable. With the waning of the youthful glamour, 

the media ignores them. During the heyday, many of the single actresses usually get 

heavily drunk in the glitz of materialism which later makes them stagger and subsequently 

fall into the sea of frustration and aloofness. In their twilight years, they just struggle hard 

to make peace with the chaotic thought and unfulfilled expectations.

One of my witty nieces yesterday remarked, ‘the media usually wastes the precious time 

of the people who themselves cannot decide how to be more productive in life. They 

usually end up looking upon the wrong people as their role models and consequently take 

the wrong steps. This is very disastrous to the individual and also to the society at large’.  

I am sure my niece is cent percent correct.

Of course, such occurrence of death of a celebrity could be wisely used as a means to 

inform and wise up the people about how inescapable the death is. This death at any mo-

ment can devour each of us. Our mission, our ambition, our vanity and our entire materi-

alistic possessions just fall to pieces when the death snatches our precious body. Before 

the jaws of death, a successful celebrity and a street bigger are same. It is the biggest 

leveller. Why does our media not use such facts of the life sensibly and put a little effort to 

make the citizen more enlightened and more “humane”? This can be done very easily.

Are we not deeply concerned that this beautiful earth and its beautiful people are being 

ceaselessly troubled by evil acts of a few inhumane bigots? If ever the knowledge of the 

“impermanence” of the life and the inevitability of death was harped on and instilled into 

everyone’s mind, as the entertainment items, the major problem on this earth would have 

been just solved. People would not have gone mindlessly berserk being the cause of 

anxiety to others. Most of the problems, difficulties and worries that we have now are only 

because of the total “ignorance” of the hard facts about the life and death which might 

attack any of us at any time. Every moment we rejoice and every moment we grieve only 

pushes us towards the graveyard. I believe, this clear knowledge of “graveyard” and the 

unpredictably temporary nature of life on earth itself can effectively guard us against a 

host of wrong thoughts and a host of wrong acts.

 -- Salil Gewali 
Source: creative.sulekha.com
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hIndU’S prIdE

Why do we do Pradakshina (Circumambulate) ?

We cannot draw a circle without a center point. The Lord is the center, source and essence 

of our lives. Recognizing Him as the focal point in our lives, we go about doing our daily 

chores. This is the significance of pradakshina.

Also every point on the circumference of a circle is equidistant from the center.

This means that wherever or whoever we may be, we are equally close to the Lord. His 

grace flows towards us without partiality.

Pradakshina literally means: to the right (Dakshina means right). So in Pradakshina, one 

goes to the left hand direction to keep the deity around the Sanctum Sanctorum on one’s 

right side. Pradakshina is one of the customary aspects of going to a temple. Typically, Pra-

dakshina is done after the completion of traditional worship (pooja) and after paying homage 

to the deity. Pradakshina is supposed to be done with a meditative mood.

According to Adi Sankaracharya, real Pradakshina is the meditation that thousands of 

universes are revolving around the Great Lord, the unmoving centre of all forms.
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It is normal to do Pradakshinam always in a clockwise direction. This is because we 

assume that Lord is always on our right side. This reminds that we must always lead a 

righteous life, in the right path called Dharma.

At the end of the pujas , it is a custom to do pradakshinam around ourselves three times 

& this is called “Atma Pradakshinam”. 

The proper pradakshina is going round the Self (Atma Pradakshina) or more accurately, 

to realize that we are the Self and that within us all the countless spheres revolve, going 

round and round. 

We bow to the supreme divinity within us, chanting

`m{Z H$m{Z M nmnm{Z OÝ_mÝVaH$¥Vm{Z M & 

Vm{Z gd©m{U Zí`ÝVw àX{jUnXo &&

‘yaani kaani cha paapaani janmanthara kruthaani cha

taani taani vinashyanthi pradakshina pade’

May those omissions and commissions done in this life and also in the previous births 

and the resulting afflictions perish with every pradakshina.

     

     < -- -- -- >
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ThE grEaT IndIan IrOnY 

http://360hinduism.com/great-indian-irony-15th-issue/
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aYUr planT

The Benefits and Uses of Neem, the “Wonder Leaf”

Neem is a very unique tree and neem leaves are the most complex leaves on the planet. 

The neem tree has over 130 different biologically active compounds, and the neem leaf is 

one of the most complex leaves you can find on the planet.

Anti-cancer benefits of neem

Neem has many incredible medicinal benefits, but one of the things is, it kills cancerous 

cells. Everyone has cancerous cells in their body, but normally, they are disorganized. How-

ever, if you create certain situations in the body, they will get organized. As long as these 

cells are loafing around by themselves, it is not an issue. If they all gather in one place and 

hit it off, it becomes a problem. This is like a shift from petty crime to organized crime. It is a 

serious problem. 

If you consume neem every day, it keeps the number of cancerous cells in the body within 

a certain limit, so that they will not gang up against your system.

Anti-bacterial benefits of neem

The world is full of bacteria. So is the body. There are more microorganisms living in you 

than you can imagine. Most of these bacteria are helpful. Without them, you would not be 
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able to digest anything. In fact, you cannot exist without them. But some bacteria can-

cause you trouble. Your body constantly spends energy to manage these bacteria. If 

excess levels of bacteria occur, you will feel “down” because your defense mechanism 

has to spend too much energy to fight them. By using neem internally and externally, 

you can manage these bacteria in such a way that they will not overgrow, and your body 

will not have to spend too much energy in fighting them. 

If you consume a certain amount of neem on a daily basis, it will destroy the trouble-

some bacteria in the intestinal region, and your colon will generally remain clean and 

free of infection.

Also, if there is a slight smell in certain areas of the body, it means bacteria are a little 

more active there. Almost everyone has some minor skin issues but if you wash your 

body with neem, it becomes clean and radiant. If you rub your body with neem paste 

before having a bath, let it dry for some time, and then wash it off with water, it will act 

as a good antibacterial cleanser. Alternatively, you can soak a few neem leaves in water 

overnight and bathe with this water in the morning.

Benefits of neem for yogic sadhana

Above all, neem generates heat in the body. This generation of heat is supportive for 

generating intense forms of energy within the system. Different qualities can be predom-

inant in the body – two of these are sheeta and ushna, in traditional terms. The closest 

word for “sheeta” in English is “cold,” but that is not exactly what it is. If your system 

moves towards sheeta, the mucus levels in the body will go up. Excess mucus in the 

system is linked to a variety of conditions, from the common cold and sinusitis to many 

other issues.

For a hatha yogi, neem is particularly important because it keeps the body slightly ori-

ented towards ushna. Ushna means you have some extra “fuel”. 

For a sadhaka who explores unknown terrain, it is safer to carry an extra can of fuel, 

just in case your system needs that extra power. You want to keep the fire slightly high-
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er than generally needed. If the body is in a condition of sheeta, you will not be capable 

of too much activity. But if you keep your body slightly on the ushna side, even if you 

travel, eat outside, or are exposed to whatever else, this extra fire in you will burn and 

handle these external influences. Neem is a big support in that direction.

Things to keep in mind

One thing to keep in mind is, when consumed in excess, neem will kill sperm cells. 

In the first four to five months of pregnancy, when the fetus is developing, pregnant 

women should not have neem. Neem does not cause any damage to the ovaries but 

it causes excess heat. When a woman has just conceived and there is too much heat 

in the body, she may lose the fetus. If a woman is planning to conceive, she should not 

consume neem because there will be excess heat, and the system will treat the baby 

like a foreign body.

If heat increases, certain changes will happen in the system – women will notice this 

more than men. In case this affects the normal process of the body, we bring the heat 

down to some extent, but we generally do not want to give up neem because for people 

who do sadhana, some amount of heat in the system is needed. Once they begin to 

have neem on a daily basis, some women may find that their menstrual cycles become 

shorter. In that case, just drink more water. If having more water alone is not sufficient to 

reduce the heat, add a piece of lemon or the juice of half a lemon to the water. If that is 

still not enough, have a glass of ash gourd juice, which is very cooling. Another option is 

castor oil. If you put some of it into your navel, at your anahata, at the pit of the throat, 

and behind the ears, it will instantly cool the system.

Source: isha.sadhguru.org

http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/yoga-meditation/demystifying-yoga/benefits-of-neem/
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